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ABSTRACT 

Background: South Korea is one of the countries currently enforcing more strict emission 

standards for heavy-duty vehicles, as a result of the global push to restrict pollution. In addition, 

recent scandals involving several well-established automotive companies manipulating 

emissions tests and not fulfilling regulations. This has resulted in the government increasing 

the pressure for companies to apply the correct certifications even further. For companies to 

sell vehicles on the South Korean market, the vehicles must be certified and approved by the 

government, known as homologation. This process partly involves self-certification, meaning 

that companies are responsible for applying the correct certification themselves. It is therefore 

of great importance to have structured and clear processes to mitigate risks of error-making, in 

order to avoid financial and legal repercussions. 

Purpose: The study aims to identify and analyze the risks in error-making. Therefore, the 

purpose is to understand and propose improvement actions to the current homologation 

processes at Scania Korea Group. 

Method: The thesis utilized a case study strategy with a descriptive approach to illustrate the 

process. An exploratory approach was used in combination to identify risks and provide 

improvement actions. Qualitative data in conjunction with theory around business process 

improvement were utilized to fulfill the purpose. Firstly, Interviews and focus groups were 

conducted to map the process. Thereafter, a failure mode and effect criticality analysis 

(FMECA) was used to analyze the process. Lastly, improvement actions were decided based 

on best practices and benchmarking. 

Findings and recommendations: The homologation process contain many high severity risks 

such as certifying the incorrect truck specifications or not complying with regulations, due to 

not updating the certifications when product changes occur. Furthermore, government 

approvals incorporate a substantial part of the process lead-time. As such, it is concluded that 

quality is of utmost importance, both to decrease lead-time and minimize risks with detrimental 

consequences. The analysis showed evidence of lacking controls/gates in the process, which 

enables errors and incorrect applications to move through. Improvements regarding increased 

project structure, planning and communication within SKG were suggested. Further 

improvement points were an increased number of controls and more clear delegation of 

responsibility. 

Recommendations for future studies: We propose to further investigate the root-causes of 

the inherent risks in the process. Future studies should also look to gather additional data from 

other heavy-duty automotive companies in South Korea, since it could provide deeper and 

more generalizable results. Lastly, we recommend future research to utilize a quantitative 

research approach, providing more statistical evidence. 

 

 

 



 

 

SAMMANFATTNING 

Bakgrund: Sydkorea är ett av de länder som för närvarande tillämpar strängare utsläppsnivåer 

för tunga fordon, till följd av det globala trycket att begränsa föroreningar. Nya skandaler som 

involverar flera väletablerade fordonsföretag som manipulerat utsläppsdata och inte uppfyller 

bestämmelser har lett till att regeringen ökar trycket för företagen att tillämpa rätt certifieringar. 

För företag att sälja fordon på den sydkoreanska marknaden måste fordonen certifieras och 

godkännas av myndigheter, känt som homologering. Denna process innefattar delvis 

självcertifiering, vilket innebär att företagen själva är ansvariga för att tillämpa rätt certifiering. 

Det är därför av stor betydelse att ha strukturerade och tydliga processer för att mildra riskerna 

med felaktigheter för att undvika ekonomiska och juridiska konsekvenser. 

Syfte: Studien syftar till att identifiera och analysera riskerna vid fel och misstag. Syftet är 

därför att förstå och föreslå förbättringsåtgärder till de nuvarande homologeringsprocesserna 

hos Scania Korea Group. 

Metod: Studien använde en fallstudiestrategi med ett beskrivande tillvägagångssätt för att 

illustrera processen. Ett explorativt tillvägagångssätt användes i kombination för att identifiera 

risker och tillhandahålla förbättringsåtgärder. Kvalitativa data i samband med teori kring 

affärsprocessförbättring användes för att uppfylla syftet. Först genomfördes intervjuer och 

fokusgrupper för att kartlägga processen. Därefter användes en av felaktighets- och 

effektkritisk analys (FMECA) för att analysera processen. Slutligen bestämdes 

förbättringsåtgärder baserat på bästa praxis och benchmarking. 

Resultat och rekommendationer: Homologeringsprocessen innehåller många risker med 

allvarliga konsekvenser som att tillhandahålla felaktiga lastbils-specifikationer eller inte följa 

regleringar, på grund av att man inte uppdaterar certifieringarna när produktändringar sker. 

Dessutom utgör statliga godkännanden en väsentlig del av processens ledtid. Som sådant dras 

slutsatsen att kvalitet i processen är av yttersta vikt, både för att minska ledtid och minimera 

risker med allvarliga konsekvenser. Analysen visade bevis på att det saknades kontroller / 

grindar i processen, vilket möjliggör fel och felaktiga dokument att passera igenom. 

Förbättringar avseende ökad projektstruktur, planering och kommunikation inom SKG 

föreslogs. Ytterligare förbättringspunkter var ett ökat antal kontroller och tydligare delegering 

av ansvar. 

Rekommendationer för framtida studier: Vi föreslår att ytterligare undersöka roten till de 

ingående riskerna i processen. Framtida studier bör också se till att samla ytterligare data från 

andra tunga bilföretag i Sydkorea, eftersom det kan ge djupare och mer generaliserbara resultat. 

Slutligen rekommenderar vi framtida forskning att använda en kvantitativ ansats, för att ge mer 

statistiskt underlag.   



 

 

ABBREVIATIONS & GLOSSARY 

Bodybuilding 
Business function at Scania Korea Group. Handles 

customization of local truck adaptations 

Business Process Improvement 

(BPI) 

An approach focusing on improving processes in an 

incremental manner  

Business Process Management 

(BPM) 

An approach focusing on optimizing and improving 

activities by managing processes in different ways 

Homologation 

The process of getting approval from an authority by 

certifying a product and making sure it complies with 

regulations 

Korea Automobile Testing and 

Research Institute (KATRI) 

Government agency under Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 

and Transport tasked with reviewing and inspecting vehicle 

safety certifications 

National Institute of 

Environmental Research (NIER) 

Government agency under Ministry of Environment tasked 

with reviewing emissions and noise certifications 

New Vehicle Preparation (NVP) 
Customer workshop and delivery center for imported trucks, 

located in Sacheon, southern part of South Korea 

Original Equipment 

Manufacturer (OEM) 
Manufacturer of the final product to be sold on a market 

Product Information Update 

(PIU) 
Activity regarding checking product updates from Scania CV 

Safety Compliance Report (SCR) 
Document containing information about a specification and 

proof of compliance for that specification 

Scania Korea Group Ltd (SKG) Scania’s South Korean main office situated in Seoul 

YDR 
Department at Scania CV working with certifications and 

legal regulations 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The introduction contains a background to the existing Homologation process, a description of 

the challenges currently faced by Scania Korea Group, as well as the purpose of the study. The 

aim is to create an initial understanding of the subject, why managing the homologation process 

is important, what the problem is, and what will be done to solve it. Lastly, the thesis’ scope 

and delimitations are described and illustrated. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The global push for more reduced emissions has increased in recent years as more attention has 

been given towards rising levels of pollution, especially within urban city centers. WHO (2018) 

estimates that 4.2 million premature deaths around the world are caused by air pollution in both 

urban and rural areas. As a result, more strict emission standards have been developed to control 

emissions (EEA, 2018). South Korea is one of the countries currently enforcing these standards, 

specifically for heavy-duty vehicles such as cargo trucks and construction vehicles (Transport 

Policy, n.d.). Furthermore, the automotive industry in South Korea has recently been brought 

to attention due to various scandals as several automotive companies such as Volkswagen, 

BMW, Mercedes-Benz, and Porsche have been hit with substantial penalties due to not 

fulfilling emissions and safety certifications for vehicles on the South Korean market (CNN 

Business, 2018; Reuters, 2017). Additionally, three former employees at BMW were jailed due 

to their involvement in manipulating emissions tests (Jung, 2019). As a result of these scandals, 

the South Korean government has strengthened its audits into new vehicle certifications even 

further, which has increased the pressure on major companies working in the industry. 

To introduce new vehicles in the market, the vehicles must pass certification standards for their 

respective emission, noise, and safety regulations (KAIDA, 2019). This process is more 

formally known as homologation, which is defined as the process of obtaining approval from a 

government body through proof that the vehicle type satisfies market regulations (Martins, 

2010). The homologation process exists within many countries, however, in cases like in the 

EU this is conducted through third parties, outside the hands of the company producing the 

vehicles (VCA, 2019). South Korea, on the other hand, is utilizing self-certification within the 

safety certification part of the Homologation process, which makes the company itself 

responsible for applying the correct certifications (KAIDA, 2019). This regulation increases the 

pressure on companies to perform the activities correctly, as failing to do so can lead to 

substantial financial penalties and as previously mentioned, criminal charges.  

To ensure that activities are performed according to company standards, companies must have 

clear and well-defined processes, including management and improvement routines. Different 

management methods and disciplines could help structure workflow, improve process flow, 

and manage risk related to these processes. However, while most management trends tend to 

lose supporters, process management has stayed relevant (Hellström, 2006; Zellner, 2011). One 

of the most reviewed approaches, business process management (BPM), is a discipline focusing 

on analyzing and improving processes (Zairi, 1997; Elzinga, Horak, Lee, & Bruner, 1995). 

Furthermore, BPM in conjunction with different approaches, such as business process 

improvement (BPI) and business process reengineering (BPR) (Rosemann & de Bruin, 2005),  
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can be utilized to map and identify relevant improvement points in the Homologation process. 

Depending on the state of the process, different methods should be used. For instance, BPR is 

geared towards processes that require radical changes (Hammer M. , 1990), while BPI focuses 

on incremental changes over time (Coskun, Basligil, & Baracli, 2008). 

1.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

To guarantee compliance with current regulations, it is necessary to perform the homologation 

of new vehicles with the utmost care and attention. Scania Korea Group Ltd. (hereafter written 

as SKG) is currently offering three types of vehicles for the South Korean market: Cargo, 

Tractor and Tipper. The functions of these trucks widely vary and are aimed at different 

applications, where the Tipper is differentiated from its two cousins due to its designation as 

“construction machinery”, while Cargo and Tractor are designated as “motor vehicles”. The 

different designations affect the regulations surrounding Scania’s products and lead to more 

complex processes connected to their respective certification.  

Additionally, documentation as well as clear definitions, and management and improvement 

strategies for these processes are currently entirely absent at SKG. Since the complexity is 

immense, the lack of illustration and visibility of these processes could lead to human error, 

such as forgetting to perform certain activities or sending incorrect information. As seen in 

recent cases, improperly performing the homologation process could result in more extensive 

consequences. As SKG is planning to release new vehicle types such as low-emission-vehicles 

on the Korean market in the nearby future, it is not only important that the certification process 

is well established and adequately documented, but also that risks are identified and dealt with 

efficiently. 

1.3 PURPOSE 

The study aims to identify and analyze the risks in error-making. Therefore, the purpose is to 

understand and propose improvement actions to the current homologation processes at SKG. 

To fulfill the purpose, the study seeks to describe and explore three questions. With no prior 

documentation of the current homologation processes at SKG, the first question becomes: 

1. How is the homologation process executed at SKG?  

 

Being that the South Korean government has tightened regulations, utilizing process 

improvement methodologies to identify and analyze risks associated with the homologation 

processes is a priority. Therefore, the second question becomes: 

2. What risks exist in the homologation process and how can these be managed? 

 

The answers from the first and second question create a basis for providing recommendations. 

Here we propose actions for improvement and ways to continuously sustain and develop 

evaluated processes. Conclusions can be drawn by answering the following question: 

3. How can SKG sustain and continuously develop their processes? 
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1.4 SCOPE & DELIMITATIONS 

By following the structure in Figure 1.1, the scope of the thesis can be visually presented into 

industry, vehicle category, and company, while the delimitations are decided as department and 

business function. The scope represents the subject that will be evaluated in this thesis. The 

scope is a study of certification processes for the heavy-duty automotive industry in South 

Korea, concerning the vehicle categories Cargo, Tractor and Tipper at SKG.  

The delimitations in this thesis represent conscious choices that affect which areas the thesis 

will cover. Here, the project is further narrowed down into studying only the Presales-

department, where the object of study is the Homologation function. The thesis will cover all 

phases involved in the homologation process for previously mentioned trucks. This includes 

activities taking place in transition-phases to other functions in Presales, but not activities 

outside of these specifications. This was decided through discussion together with the 

Supervisor at SKG in order to keep the work within time and resource constraints, while 

allowing for adjustments or added work. The homologation processes were chosen due to their 

high risk-factors in regulatory compliance, and their importance to SKG. 

 
Figure 1.1 - Delimitation structure. Blue squares and bold arrows represent the objects studied in this report.  
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2. COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

This chapter covers a brief overview of Scania CV AB and SKG, with the purpose of describing 

the industry and current operations, in order to provide additional context. 

2.1 SCANIA CV AB & SCANIA KOREA GROUP 

Scania CV AB is a Swedish manufacturer of heavy-duty vehicles such as trucks, bus-chassis, 

and industrial and marine engines, with the HQ located in Södertälje, Sweden. Production plants 

are available in Latin America, Europe, and Asia, with local offices in more than 100 countries 

with close to 50 000 employees. Scania Korea Group, or SKG, is a business unit of Scania CV 

since 1995. It is located in Seoul, South Korea, and is divided into five divisions: Sales & 

Marketing, Services, Finance & Administration, Engine, and Bus. The Sales & Marketing 

division is further divided into the departments; Sales administration & Planning, Marketing 

Communications, and Presales, which is the department covered in this thesis. Presales is 

engaged with setting local product specifications, customizing local vehicle adaptations and 

homologation of new vehicle types. These tasks are divided into four business functions: 

Product, Bodybuilding, Homologation, and Training.  

New Vehicle Preparation (NVP), which is located in the southern city of Sacheon under the 

Services department, is another important department connected to SKG. Here, imported trucks 

are transported from the port and delivered to the NVP facility, where they are put in stock. 

Once a customer has bought a truck, NVP also prepares it for delivery to the customer, such as 

a pre-delivery inspection or specific local truck adaptations. Visits to NVP by the Homologation 

team are included in the homologation process, as the trucks have to be checked physically for 

the safety certification. These checks include mass and dimensions checks, as well as verifying 

that the emissions related components (ERC) are corresponding to the real specifications. 

Verifying the ERCs is a regular activity conducted every quarter. 

None of the aforementioned departments deal with production, as Scania does not produce any 

trucks in South Korea. Instead, trucks are imported from production facilities in Europe and 

placed in stock facilities at NVP in Korea, where they are stored until purchased. Due to this, 

customers can only choose from a limited number of trucks available in stock. The concept of 

using a stock market is uncommon at Scania CV, as customers can often customize their trucks 

freely when placing an order. Having a stock market can lead to certain difficulties that must 

be managed. One challenge is SKG being located far away from production facilities, which 

results in import time around 3-4 months. Due to this, they must place large orders to satisfy 

demand, which can lead to additional consequences, mentioned at the end of the following 

section.  

SKG offers three types of trucks on the South Korean market: Tractor, Cargo and Tipper. All 

three are updated to the latest Scania lineup named New Truck Generation. Cargo trucks are 

mainly used for distribution applications, while Tractor is used for long-haulage of goods and 

towing. Finally, Tipper is used for construction work such as moving debris, soil or material to 

and from construction sites. This leads to a distinction between the three types of trucks, where 

Tractor and Cargo belong to the motor vehicle classification, while Tipper belongs to 
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construction machinery. These classifications also affect the regulations surrounding the 

homologation process, which is described in more detail in the following section. 

2.1.1 Presales/Homologation process 

Whenever a new type of vehicle is developed at Scania and intended to be imported and sold 

in South Korea, the new type has to be certified and approved for sale by the Korean 

government, known as receiving a type-approval. The government ministries that set the 

regulations are known as the Ministry of Environment (MoE), and the Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure, and Transport (MOLIT). The process of receiving approval from these 

government bodies is called homologation. This process is slow, often taking several months 

to fully complete for a new model and is not conducted on a regular basis. In South Korea, this 

process mainly consists of two certifications: an environmental certification (also called 

emissions and noise certification) which is engine dependent, and a safety certification which 

is vehicle dependent. The government agency responsible for handling the environmental 

certification is the National Institute of Environmental Research (NIER), which follows the 

regulations set by the Ministry of Environment. The agency responsible for the safety 

certification is the Korea Automotive Testing and Research Institute (KATRI), following 

regulations from the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport. This is illustrated in Figure 

2.1 below. 

 

Figure 2.1 - Illustration of relationships between government agencies 

All three vehicle types must pass an environmental certification before crossing the border to 

South Korea, which includes noise and emissions specifications. Parallel to the environmental 

certification, a safety compliance phase (storing data to show proof of compliance) may be 

performed for all trucks. After the environmental certification the similarities end and different 

safety certifications exist for each truck type. This is illustrated in Table 2.1 below. In the table, 

Cargo has been divided into two columns; complete Cargo and incomplete Cargo. This is due 

to Cargo being offered as both a complete truck including the trailer, or an incomplete chassis, 

depending on the customers’ needs. Both of these variations count as a Cargo truck, but their 

required safety certifications differ as a result. The initial certifications regarding Tractor, 

complete Cargo, and incomplete Cargo, are all the same, starting with environmental 

certification and a safety certification for large-size original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). 

However, the process regarding complete Cargo continues with a safety certification for small-

size OEMs, as well as an authority inspection. This certification is needed since SKG constructs 

a local adaptation of the incomplete Cargo, transforming it into a complete Cargo at NVP.  

MoE

NIER

Environmental 
certification

MOLIT

KATRI

Safety certification
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When SKG performs a local adaptation its designation changes from large-size OEM to small-

size OEM, according to Korea Motor Vehicle Safety Standard regulations (KMVSS). Both of 

these safety certifications require self-certification. Tipper, on the other hand, does not require 

any self-certification regarding the safety certification. Instead, a type-approval and an authority 

inspection are needed, as seen in Table 2.1 below. This is due to the fact that the Tipper counts 

as construction machinery, which requires a government certificate. 

Table 2.1 - Required certifications for each truck type. “X” symbolizes a required certification, “-“ is not required. 

Rigid truck type Tractor 
Complete 

Cargo 

Incomplete 

Cargo 
Tipper 

Type-

approval 

Environmental certification 

(Emission + Noise) 
X 

Safety 

certification 

Self-

certification 

(Large-size 

OEM) 

X X X - 

Self-

certification 

(small-size 

OEM) 

- X - - 

Type-

approval 
- - - X 

Authority 

inspection 
- X - X 

Compliance 

Environmental 
COP, Spot test (Truck before delivery), in-service 

(Truck after delivery) 

Safety 
Self-certification compliance, 

Defect investigation 

In-service 

conformity, 

Defect 

investigation 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The methodology describes the work conducted in order to fulfill the purpose of the thesis. The 

aim of this section is to describe the choices made and the motivations behind them. It contains 

the thesis workflow, research strategy and approach, literature review, process mapping, 

method of analysis, as well as reliability and validity. 

3.1 WORKFLOW 

The workflow structure of the thesis and its phases can be seen in Figure 3.1 below. In the 

Initiation phase, the purpose, aim, and thesis questions were formulated after a general 

understanding of the case and its context of operation was achieved. The study then proceeded 

with conducting a literature review and collecting empirical data relevant to the purpose of the 

study. This led to the mapping of the process, which was conducted mainly through interviews, 

focus groups, and observations. The process mapping led to an analysis, primarily consisting 

of a risk analysis with the help of Failure modes and effects criticality analysis (FMECA), as 

well as a result in terms of documentation and visualization where there previously was none. 

The analysis brought forth the other part of the result, namely recommendations for process 

improvements. 

 
Figure 3.1 – Thesis workflow structure 

3.2 RESEARCH STRATEGY AND APPROACH 

The purpose of the study is based upon first understanding the current processes connected to 

homologation at SKG. Since no prior documentation or mapping of the processes had been 

conducted, information needed to be gathered before any general assumptions could be made 

and possible improvements could be researched. The nature of the study is therefore both 

descriptive and exploratory. This fits with the definition given by Saunders, Lewis and 

Thornhill (2012) who describes descriptive studies as a way to gain an accurate view of the 

current situation, while exploratory research is more geared towards clarifying the exact nature 

of the existing problem. 

The research strategy is based upon a case study subject, SKG, due to the descriptive nature of 

the study where interviews and observations must be made in the specific company context. 

This strategy was considered suitable since the complexity of the homologation process requires 

a deep understanding of the context, something that can be gained through a single case study 

according to Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007). An alternative strategy would have been a 
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multiple case-study, by looking at the homologation processes at several automotive companies 

in South Korea. Saunders et al. (2012) state that the rationale for a multiple case-study is 

whether findings can be replicated across the different cases. However, this strategy was 

considered to not yield a deep enough understanding of the homologation process given the 

limited time frame of the thesis. The thesis used qualitative research methods such as interviews 

and focus groups to understand and map the process, while benchmarking and FMECA was 

used to analyze the process. With no prior documentation, statistics or numerical data regarding 

process outcomes, qualitative methods were considered necessary.  

3.3 LITERATURE REVIEW  

A literature review was conducted in order to gain knowledge about previous research related 

to process management and improvements in a business context. Literature such as BPM and 

BPI from journal articles, books and reports provide a basis of understanding of the subject 

areas for the reader. The literature review was based upon theoretical information primarily 

found from searching on the following keywords: Business process management, business 

process improvement, process mapping, risk management, FMECA, best practices and 

continuous improvements. These keywords were used as they directly or indirectly were related 

to the studied subject. Academic- and scholarly literature were found using mainly Google 

Scholar and Scopus as search engines. Results with a higher number of citations and more 

recent publications were of higher interest. There were however not many recent articles in the 

subject of BPI which is why high citations and well-known journals such as Business Process 

Management Journal was prioritized. Since articles with many citations are more 

acknowledged, it was considered a good evaluation strategy to finding trustworthy articles. 

3.4 PROCESS MAPPING 

The construction of the process maps was based upon SKG’s employees’ preferences, meaning 

the information described in the constructed process maps were based on employees’ opinions, 

and not upon reviewed literature. Although no similar mapping was used at SKG at the time, 

Scania CV’s standardized layout for process mapping was utilized as a guide for the general 

layout and structure of the map. The reason was to keep a uniform template throughout the case 

study organization which could ease the implementation and the execution of further 

improvements to the processes. Another reason was to utilize benchmarking towards Scania 

CV in an effective way. Furthermore, the thesis’ improvements to the process map itself could 

thereby also be used by the whole organization. In order to increase readability, the process 

maps were divided and presented under different phases involved in the homologation process. 

Some phases contained a high number of activities which made them complex and hard to 

follow. Due to this reason, these phases were divided into different sub-processes to simplify 

them further. The process maps were constructed digitally using the software Microsoft Visio, 

as it provided an efficient way of adding, copying or changing process activities and their 

descriptions. 
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3.4.1 Interviews 

As no documents over the current processes existed at SKG, interviews became the primary 

method of gathering data for the process maps. Initial interviews were conducted through semi-

structured face-to-face interviews with three different employees at the Presales department at 

SKG in order to understand the current processes. Semi-structured interviews were chosen to 

keep questions structured during all subsequent interviews, while still allowing the interviewee 

to freely describe the process.  

Three employees, a Homologation assistant, Homologation manager, and Homologation 

specialist (Table 3.1) all had primary tasks concerned with the Homologation process and were 

therefore required to know the process layout and how the activities within should be 

performed. Due to their responsibilities and involvement in the homologation processes they 

were chosen to describe its current state. These three interviewees were considered the main 

interview-subjects. A fourth employee, interviewee D, attended one of the interviews for Cargo 

together with interviewee C due to interviewee D being more knowledgeable in the processes 

around Cargo. An interview guide containing semi-structured questions was created in 

preparation for the interviews (Appendix A). With inspiration gained from analyzing existing 

process maps from Scania CV, brainstorming between the two authors was used to form the 

interview guide. By looking at these maps, the authors gained an understanding of what 

information is needed to form a useful map. This information was later discussed with 

employees at SKG to take their preferences into consideration as well.  

The three main interviewees were interviewed individually three times each, one for each truck 

type, with the purpose of visualizing the process. Additionally, it was done to find possible 

misunderstandings of what activities the process actually contains, what steps are necessary to 

provide each activity, lead times, as well as roles and responsibilities, which could provide 

information for future improvement suggestions. All interviews were conducted in the same 

fashion, with no changes to their structure between the interviews. The interviews were 

conducted by both authors acting as primary and secondary interviewer. The primary 

interviewer was tasked with asking questions from the interview guide and taking note of the 

respondent’s answers, while the secondary interviewer asked follow-up questions and sketched 

the process digitally. As a final part of the interview, the sketched process map was shown to 

the interviewer to verify that all activities and flows had been correctly drawn to the best of 

their knowledge. With the interviewee confirming the mapped process, recording the interviews 

was considered unnecessary. 

Table 3.1 - List of interviewees and their company role 

Interviewees Role Business function Meeting 

Interviewee A Homologation assistant Homologation Tractor + Tipper + Cargo 

Interviewee B Homologation manager Homologation Tractor + Tipper + Cargo 

Interviewee C Homologation specialist Homologation Tractor + Tipper + Cargo 

Interviewee D Product/BB junior Product Cargo 
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3.4.2 Focus group 

After the initial interviews were conducted and the processes had been constructed in digital 

form through Microsoft Visio, a focus group with all interviewees as well as the rest of the 

Presales department was initiated for each truck type, which resulted in three separate focus 

groups (see Table 3.2). The focus groups were conducted in the order of Tractor, Tipper, and 

finally Cargo. They were done to clarify any misunderstandings in a group context, enable 

group discussions and verify that the processes were mapped accordingly with the present 

situation. It was also used to obtain a deeper understanding of the processes and produce first 

impressions of potential improvements. According to Burrows and Kendall (1997), one of the 

advantages of focus groups is that they often can help produce “deeper and richer” data than 

when conducting one-on-one interviews. (see Thomas et al. 1995).  

The focus group was conducted by gathering all employees related to Product, Homologation 

and Bodybuilding into a group meeting. During this meeting the process documented from 

interviews was shown on a screen for all to see, and questions were asked about the validity of 

the activities, their descriptions and their placement in the overall process. During the 

interviews, different views regarding a number of activities had appeared. These were 

discussed, and a single approach was chosen between the employees. Once all phases had been 

checked and agreed upon, the current homologation process was finalized. It is described in 

chapter 5. 

Table 3.2 - Focus group attendees, their respective roles and function 

Attendees Role Business function Meeting 

Interviewee A Homologation assistant Homologation Tractor + Tipper + Cargo 

Interviewee B Homologation manager Homologation Tractor + Tipper + Cargo 

Interviewee C 
Homologation 

specialist 
Homologation Tractor + Tipper + Cargo 

Employee General duty manager Bodybuilding Tractor 

Employee Product/BB junior Product Tipper + Cargo 

Employee Homologation junior Homologation Tractor + Tipper + Cargo 

Manager Presales Manager Presales Tractor + Tipper + Cargo 

Primary interviewer Thesis student - Tractor + Tipper + Cargo 

Secondary 

interviewer 
Thesis student - Tractor + Tipper + Cargo 

3.4.3 Observations 

Observations were used to gain a better understanding of specific steps in the process. One 

observation took place at NVP, which is where the Trucks are stored and prepared after being 

imported. The reason for observing this specific part of the process was to see how activities 

regarding confirming the imported vehicles and how its components match the needed 

certifications are conducted. Another reason was to see and discuss how the mass and 
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dimension measurement activity was performed. Since this part of the process is hard to grasp 

without being present and also requires an investment from the company to always send 

employees from the main office in Seoul to NVP located in Sacheon, observations were 

considered beneficial. Likewise, the authors being stationed in the Presales department and 

attending different meetings and training sessions proved to be useful in acquiring a general 

understanding of SKG and its business of operation. Most activities were however not observed 

since documentation and information were primarily available in South Korean and thereby 

difficult to interpret. 

3.4.4 Documents 

Electronic information such as standard routines, presentations and product information at 

Scania was collected through Scania’s own intranet. Access to this information was given on a 

request-by-request basis, meaning that it was not readily available at all times and was subject 

to confidentiality. This type of data was used as secondary data to gain knowledge about the 

current situation at SKG, the specific market environment of South Korea and its regulations, 

and their current and future product lineup. Since the characteristic of the products differs, this 

information was crucial in order to gain an understanding of the complexity regarding the 

homologation process. 

3.5 METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

Interviews and observations conducted at SKG were analyzed and compared to each other 

continuously in order to map the process in a correct manner. If the descriptions interfered with 

each other, the data was further investigated and reconstructed until it matched the current 

situation correctly. Following the mapping of the process, a brainstorming meeting was 

conducted with the purpose of finding risks, as part of the FMECA methodology. The identified 

risks were then discussed and analyzed further, described in the FMECA section below. Based 

on best practices found in literature as well as benchmarking towards Scania CV, possible 

solutions to each risk, as well as other possible process improvements not specifically focused 

on risk, were analyzed further. Possible improvements were then ranked based on different 

factors such as impact and ease-of-implementation using a Possible, Implement, Challenge, Kill 

(PICK)-chart. Improvement actions that were considered both easy to implement and having a 

high impact was placed in the implement box which lead to the recommendations. 

3.5.1 FMECA 

A failure modes and effects criticality analysis (FMECA) was conducted once the current 

process maps had been established. This was initiated with a brainstorming meeting together 

with members belonging to the Presales department. All employees were invited to participate 

in the meeting, and people who were not able to participate had the chance to participate in an 

individual meeting with the authors shortly thereafter. Having good knowledge of the processes 

was necessary for performing the risk analysis, which is why only members from the Presales 

department were chosen to attend the brainstorming meeting. With the previously conducted 

process maps projected on a screen as visual support, the risks for each phase where identified 

and written down individually from the participants. These risks were then translated and 
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inserted into the FMECA-table as failure modes. Potential effects, causes, and controls were 

then decided and ranked between the participants, further described in the analysis.  

3.5.2 Benchmarking 

In order to find differences in working procedures and to create unified process management 

between Scania CV and SKG, benchmarking was conducted with the R&D and YDR 

department at Scania CV. The YDR department’s prime responsibility is to work with legal 

regulations and certifications. The information gathered from these benchmarking-sessions are 

presented in chapter 6. An employee with extensive work experience within the R&D 

department was contacted and interviewed so that situations and procedures could be compared 

between Scania CV and SKG. The purpose was to gain information about how continuous 

process improvements and management are executed in Scania holistically. The interview was 

unstructured with discussion points to keep a relevant topic. The choice of conducting an 

unstructured interview was considered a good fit since no prior knowledge about how Scania 

CV conducts continuous- and business process improvements was present. Letting the 

interviewees present their methods openly thereby provided a clear understanding about their 

ways of working. 

An additional interview was conducted together with two representatives from the YDR 

department. This discussion was aimed at learning more about the certification processes at 

Scania CV, what risks were most apparent in the processes and how the workflow differed from 

homologation at SKG. The interview was semi-structured which was considered a good choice 

since somewhat specific questions regarding risks needed to be asked, while follow-up 

discussions also were considered valuable. Furthermore, interviews with both R&D and YDR 

were done over Skype with both authors being present, one focused on the discussion and the 

other taking notes and contributing with additional questions and discussion when necessary. 

3.6 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 

The primary method used to collect empirical data was semi-structured interviews. Since the 

nature of these interviews puts more emphasis on an open discussion, a question regarding 

reliability could be discussed. Three interviews with different members of the Homologation 

team was therefore conducted for each truck type in order to validate the process and make sure 

the full dept of each phase and activity was covered. Furthermore, the interviews were followed 

up with a walk-through of the process map with the specific interviewee, as well as a focus 

group regarding all members involved in the processes, securing a correct view of current 

processes. To make sure that everyone contributed to the discussion, all employees involved in 

the focus group were asked about the different activities, so that everyone had the chance to 

express their understanding fully. Furthermore, both authors were present at all interviews and 

meetings to ensure that answers were interpreted as intended by the employees. In terms of 

personal motives, the interviews were kept anonymous. During the focus group, clarifications 

were made without mentioning specific individuals, the purpose being to further enhance the 

reliability.  

The question of validity was verified with the same method, this being a validation of every 

step in the mapped processes by the different interviewees, as well as focus group were all 
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people involved in the process were present. Another factor that relates to the validity is that 

the same interview guide and questions were used for all interviews and did not change during 

the study. Regular check-up meetings were conducted together with the supervisor at SKG 

throughout the course of the thesis. This was to discuss the evolution of the thesis, any delays 

in the timeline and whether the thesis was on the right path. Frequent adjustments to the work 

were done so that the thesis was kept within the scope and that only relevant work was 

conducted. 

A consequence of conducting research at SKG was the fact that much of the material provided 

for the company description, as well as information acquired from government agencies, were 

only provided in Korean. This meant that the information had to be translated by employees at 

SKG before it could be understood and used for the thesis. By only having one person translate 

the text means the information could be subject to personal bias, mistranslating important 

information or be subject to language barriers. To mitigate these risks, multiple employees at 

SKG were asked to translate the given material separately. These separate translations were 

then gathered together and merged to produce a unified translation of the data.  
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4. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature review aims to create a basis of knowledge which will, in conjunction with 

empirical data, enable comparison and analysis needed to provide improvement suggestions. 

The chapter contains theory relevant to the study, illustrated in Figure 4.1 below. 

 
Figure 4.1 - Structure of the literature review 

4.1 BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT 

Companies utilize processes as a means of structuring work activities in order to reach certain 

goals within the organization. Armistead, Pritchard, and Machin (1999) state that processes are 

ways of producing work, while Guha, Kettinger and Teng (1993) define business processes as 

critical for day-to-day operations. Business processes are complete, dynamically coordinated 

sets of activities or logically related tasks that must be performed to deliver value to customers 

or fulfill other strategic goals (Guha et al., 1993). However, processes must be managed 

continuously to not become neglected, inefficient or irrelevant, and it is therefore important for 

process management to be clear and structured. One such approach is business process 

management (BPM), which is defined by Zairi (1997, p. 64) as a “structured approach to 

analyze and continually improve fundamental activities such as manufacturing, marketing, 

communications and other major elements of a company’s operation”. Without such 

management, companies could soon face disarray and out-of-date activities that do nothing but 

increase the risk of human error-making, such as sending incorrect data or documents. This 

could in turn lead lost value for internal or external customers. 

Within the BPM improvement field there exists a number of methodologies that are geared 

specifically towards business process improvements, for example Six Sigma, benchmarking, 

process mapping and business process reengineering (Siha & Saad, 2008). For challenging and 
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complex business processes, the next step may be to utilize business process reengineering 

(BPR), seeking to redevelop existing processes (Hammer, 1990; Guha et al., 1993). Another 

methodology related to BPR, business process improvement (BPI), is however more geared 

towards incremental changes and improvements (Coskun, Basligil, & Baracli, 2008) without 

the need for radical redesigns. Depending on the company goal, BPR or BPI have different fit 

and uses when it comes to improvement methodology. Voss and Huxham (2004) state that few 

businesses today are concerned with reengineering their processes, and have instead shifted 

focus towards continuous process management and improvement. 

4.2 BUSINESS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT 

One major area related to BPM is the aim of continuously improving business processes and 

has become its own concept that includes different methodologies and frameworks. This 

concept is called business process improvement (BPI) and is an approach that focuses on the 

improvement of current processes. Harrington (1991) defines BPI as “an approach to increase 

the effectiveness and efficiency of business processes that provide output to internal and 

external customers”. Many studies have been made on the subject of process improvement, 

which has led to several different frameworks being presented. To mention a few, Coskun et al. 

(2008) developed a framework named WABPI with four steps, which were start-up, self-

analysis, making changes, and feedback. Dalmaris, Tsui, Hall, and Smith (2007) produced a 

three-step framework: process audit, process analysis, and solution design. As a final example, 

Siha and Saad (2008) developed the Specify, Analyze, Monitor-framework. Literature shows 

that there exist several different approaches when it comes to BPI frameworks, varying in the 

number of steps or detail. However, previous research in the subject conducted by Adesola and 

Baines (2005) reviewing earlier BPI frameworks, seems to point towards five common phases 

included in conducting process improvements, which can be recognized in more recent 

frameworks as well. As Adesola and Baines’s research studies multiple frameworks and 

combines them into one, it was considered the best basis for conducting process improvements.   

These phases are initiation, diagnosis, design, implementation and process management, 

described separately below. Although not every framework corresponds perfectly with these 

phases, they seem to be general steps for conducting process improvements. However, both 

Rashid and Achmad (2013) and Adesola and Baines (2005) mention that no single methodology 

or framework can satisfy all aspects of an improvement process. Companies should therefore 

choose tools and activities that go in line with the specific company case in order to reach the 

highest potential. 

Initiation 

The first step, initiation, is about authorization to start the project, including choosing an 

appropriate project team, setting goals as well as notifying stake-holders (Kettinger et al., 1997). 

This often requires a well-thought-out business-case, including activities such as benchmarking 

and cost/risk analysis (Kettinger et al., 1997). Klein (1994) describes the first stage of business 

improvement as a preparation, focusing on developing the people in the project team as well as 

selecting the right process to improve. Similar to Klein (1994), Povey (1998) emphasizes 

developing a strong team as well as prioritizing processes and activities. Harrington (1991) 
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mention setting process goals, establishing boundaries and critical measurements, and creating 

a team in charge of conducting the process improvements.  

Diagnosis 

Kettinger et al. (1997) describe this face as the documentation phase, which is where the current 

process is documented and described in terms of activities, roles, resources, etc. The author also 

mentions an analysis to identify root cause problems and non-value-added activities. Donner, 

Ellis and Swift (2001) describe the necessity of producing an accurate view of the current 

process and understanding its strengths and weaknesses. Klein (1994) mentions similar 

activities regarding the modeling of the process and its activities and resources. Harrington 

(1991) writes about understanding the process by flowcharting it. However, flowcharts created 

by the process-team often fail to tell the whole story (Harrington, 1991). Therefore, they need 

to be confirmed by members involved in the actual process. Other necessary data consisting of 

costs, cycle time and effectiveness can be gathered to asses improvement possibilities. 

Design 

Eliminating waste such as non-value-added activities, simplifying the process, and error-

proofing are some of the actions mentioned by Harrington (1991) that help improve processes. 

Kettinger et al. (1997) suggest that a new design is developed based on different creativity 

techniques such as brainstorming or by simply thinking out of the box. Additionally, the design 

must correspond to previously set objectives (Kettinger et al., 1997). Klein (1994) further states 

that requirements should be defined, and an implementation plan established. 

Implementation 

In the transformation phase, as Klein (1994) calls it, is where the implementation plan should 

finally be implemented. Kettinger et al. (1997) mention the importance of a peaceful migration 

to the new process, which is achieved by training the people involved in the process directly. 

Furthermore, identifying and dealing with people not willing to adapt to the new processes is 

therefore an important part of the implementation phase according to Kettinger et al. (1997). 

However, this is mostly a problem with radical process redesigns which affect factors regarding 

compensation and work-roles for employees working the process. 

Process management 

The last step regarding these five phases is process management, focusing on monitoring and 

reviewing the processes as well as working with continuous improvements (Kettinger et al., 

1997; Harrington, 1991). This is done by activities such as statistical process control, root-cause 

analysis, value analysis and focus groups (Kettinger et al., 1997). Harrington (1991) concludes 

that it is not possible to control and improve a process without measurements, stating that this 

is a necessity for conducting continuous improvements. 

4.2.1 BPI and thesis overview 

Derived from the consensus drawn from the different BPI phases, this thesis seeks to utilize the 

most appropriate methods for the specific case study company SKG. However, due to the 

purpose and delimitations of the thesis, some phases will not be conducted fully according to 

the reviewed literature. A short summary of the different BPI phases derived from reviewing 

the literature as well as their value and applicability to the thesis is described in Table 4.1 below. 
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The major phases conducted in this thesis are Diagnosis and Design, followed by 

recommendations for Implementation and Process management. The Initiation phase had 

already been completed by the case company, and the full execution of the Implementation and 

Process management phase was considered outside the scope of this thesis due to resource 

constraints. 

Table 4.1 - Summary of BPI phases and its relevance to the thesis 

Phase Methods included Summary Thesis applicability 

Initiation 

Benchmarking, cost/risk 

analysis (Kettinger et al., 

1997), prioritization (Povey, 

1998) 

Setting goals, 

developing a project 

team, prioritizing 

processes and activities 

Preset from the case 

study company 

Diagnosis 

Documentation (Kettinger et 

al., 1997), flowcharting 

(Harrington, 1991) 

Documenting and 

illustrating the process 

and all its components 

Thesis question1 

(Process mapping) 

Design 

Brainstorming (Kettinger et 

al., 1997), analysis (Adesola 

& Baines, 2005), 

implementation plan (Klein, 

1994), Error-proofing 

(Harrington, 1991) 

Process analysis and 

design of the improved 

process, in line with 

previously set goals  

Thesis question 2 

(Process & risk 

analysis) 

Implementation 
Training (Kettinger et al., 

1997) 

Training users in, and 

implementing, the 

revised process  

Thesis question 3 

(Recommendations) 

Process 

management 

Continuous improvements, 

SPC, root-cause analysis, 

focus groups (Kettinger et al., 

1997; Harrington, 1991). 

Continuous 

improvements 

(controlling and 

restarting from the 

initiation phase when 

necessary) 

Thesis question 3 

(Suggestions) 

 

4.3 PROCESS MAPPING 

Most of the developed BPI methods seem to have a step were “mapping” the processes are 

included (Biazzo, 2002). Section 4.2 describing the common diagnosis phase seem to point 

towards the same conclusion. Evaluating different BPI methodologies, Biazzo (2002) states that 

process mapping is an important link between the earlier phases of preparation and the later 

improvement phases. The term “process mapping” is regarded as the creation of a model 

showing relationships between activities, data, objectives, and people included in a process 

(Biazzo, 2002; Povey, 1998). The goal is to better understand and further improve the process 

(Povey, 1998). Additionally, companies recognizing that process mapping can help with 

describing and improving business processes in a relatively easy and inexpensive way has led 

to increased use of different mapping methods (Biazzo, 2002). 

One of the apparent benefits provided from process mapping is better documentation and a 

visual overview of the process in question (Jacka & Keller, 2009). Jacka and Keller (2009) 
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further mention that process mapping provides benefits regarding working towards a common 

goal. This is due to the fact that process mapping provides insight into different objectives and 

how changing something will affect everyone else. Jacka and Keller (2009) also describe that 

after the completion of the process map, it is easy to get the employees involved in improving 

the process further, which could lead to additional benefits and improvements. The benefits that 

could be derived from utilizing process mapping efficiently and in a correct manner is further 

emphasized by Siha and Saad (2008) who describe process mapping as more than just a 

flowchart. Instead, process mapping should be seen as a framework containing relevant 

information about different correlations between everything and everyone involved in the 

process (Siha & Saad, 2008). Furthermore, process mapping could increase process efficiency 

by highlighting improvement possibilities such as bottlenecks, poor utilization of recourses, 

redundant activities and non-value-added activities (Keller & Jacka, 1999; Savory & Olson, 

2001; Paradiso, 2003). Lastly, Povey (1998) concludes process mapping as an exceptional tool 

for evaluating potential process improvements, both continuous and abrupt. These reasons 

further reinforce our choice to perform process mapping as a major activity in this study, as the 

process map itself can help mitigate many of the problems and risks at SKG. 

4.4 PROCESS ANALYSIS  

4.4.1 Risk management 

Risk management is essential in today’s projects. If done properly, both known and 

unanticipated risks can be decreased, while if done improperly, could be devastating regarding 

factors such as cost, time and other KPIs (Carbone & Tippett, 2004). In the case of 

homologation, risks can, as previously mentioned, lead to legal consequences as well. Utilizing 

a proactive method focusing on risk detection and deduction, rather than a reactive method, is 

therefore of importance. Failure modes and effects analysis, or FMEA, is a method of 

proactively identifying and reducing possible failures in a system, as well as identifying their 

effects on the system, should they occur (Chiozza & Ponzetti, 2009). An early definition by 

Omdahl (1988) states that FMEA is “an engineering technique used to define, identify, and 

eliminate known and/or potential failures, problems, errors, and so on from the system, design, 

process, and/or service before they reach the customer” (in Stamatis (2003)). A system can be 

seen as a whole physical product or functional process, which can consist of parts of a product 

or process, also known as a subsystem. In this system, failure modes and effects are identified, 

followed by an analysis and ranking and prioritization, depending on their severity or general 

risk magnitude.  

A common way of conducting FMEA is to rate the severity of the failure, the occurrence of the 

failure, and the ability to detect the failure, often with a number between 1 to 5 or 1 to 10. 

(Stamatis, 2003). The authors further mention that by multiplying the ratings of the three 

factors, the total risk of the failure can be calculated, also known as the Risk Priority Number 

(RPN). With the added factor of criticality, the FMEA is often called FMECA, where a separate 

criticality analysis can also be performed, which consists of placing the identified risks in a 

multi-colored matrix based on the severity and occurrence. The RPN, in conjunction with 

criticality ratings, are used in ranking the priority of which failures should be addressed first, 

as they are related to the largest risks in the system. The purpose of conducting this type of 
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analysis is to find weak points in the systems or subsystems, and address these to minimize the 

risk in the system. Stamatis (2003) suggests that an FMEA should be started as soon as new 

systems or products are designed, when existing systems or products are about to change, when 

new applications are found for existing systems or products, and when new improvements are 

considered for existing systems or products. In this thesis, the latter reason is relevant. Once an 

FMEA has been conducted and the failures/problems have been prioritized, they have to be 

addressed. For this, we can use established best practices in BPI.  

4.4.2 Best practices in process management 

There exist several methodologies regarding conducting process improvements. Some of these 

can be considered best practices due to their successes in previous applications. Reijers and 

Limam Mansar (2005) collected 30 best practice process improvement methods within the field 

business process redesign. In later work, the authors state that business process redesign is not 

to be confused with business process reengineering (BPR), as “reengineering assumes a much 

broader scope than the specific focus of process redesign” (Limam Mansar & Reijers, 2007). 

However, other authors such as Van der Aalst and Van Hee (1996), and Stoddard and Jarvenpaa 

(1995) seem to alternate between both reengineering and redesign without making any 

differentiation. In this thesis, we will follow Reijers and Limam Mansar’s (2005) definition of 

redesign, meaning changing or managing a specific process at a controlled pace, similar to that 

of BPI. 

A selection of best practices mentioned by Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005) is presented 

below. Factors regarding quality, cost, time and flexibility are discussed in relation to each best 

practice. In this thesis, quality is seen as performing the task/activity correctly, which could be 

translated to risk in the case of Homologation. Higher quality therefore means less frequent 

failure occurrences, and vice versa. Factors regarding time, flexibility and cost are however 

according to their general definitions. The following best practices were considered relevant for 

the case study company, as well as applicable and in line with the purpose of the thesis:  

• Resequencing: Consider moving tasks to a different stage of the process. If the following 

task does not require completion of the current task, the current task could prove to be 

unnecessary in the future, alternatively completed more efficiently in proximity with 

other tasks. This best practice generally results in a reduction of time and cost factors. 

Resequencing is originally stated by (Klein, 1995). 

 

• Order assignment: Assigning people that have the most experience in working with a 

specific task, to that task. Although this benefits factors such as quality and time, it 

reduces flexibility, which also could decrease previously mentioned factors if the 

assigned person is not available. This best practice is stated by Rupp and Russel (1994) 

and Van der Aalst and Van Hee (2002). 

 

• Flexible assignment: Assign resources based on the most specialized person available. 

This would put the most qualified person to work on a specific task while having people 

specialized in other areas free for future tasks. As a result, factors regarding quality and 

time could be increased. However, possible disadvantages could be people not 
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understanding every part of the process fully, as well as an unbalanced workload. This 

best practice comes from Van der Aalst and Van Hee (2002). 

 

• Case manager: Assigning someone to be in charge of a specific activity or process could 

prove to be beneficial for both the external and internal quality of the process. Since 

someone is responsible for correcting mistakes, improvements can be found easier and 

potential mistakes will be dealt with, resulting in an increase in quality, but also an 

increase in cost. The case manager best practice is mentioned by Van der Aalst and Van 

Hee (2002). 

 

• Control addition: Adding extra controls for both incoming material and outputs with 

the focus being on increasing quality and decreasing rework. This could be beneficial 

for not only quality but also cost. However, the time factor will naturally suffer. It is 

stated by Buzacott (1996) and Poyssick and Hannaford (1996).  

 

• Task composition: Combining tasks into either more smaller tasks, or, fewer but larger 

tasks. By combining smaller task into one larger task, setup time could be reduced and 

quality increased. However, if the task is too large, it could provide complications in 

terms of flexibility and quality. Dividing tasks that are too large into smaller tasks could 

therefore be necessary in order to deal with these problems. Many authors state this best 

practice, such as Rupp and Russel (1994), Van der Aalst (2000),  Van der Aalst and Van 

Hee (2002), Berg and Pottjewijd (1997) and Reijers and Goverde (1998). 

  

• Task automation: Using a system that could perform different tasks could increase 

quality, cost and time factors. However, developing this system is often costly, and also 

generally not as flexible as a human. A system supporting the current resource 

performing the task, instead of a fully automated system, could therefore turn out to be 

beneficial. This best practice is mentioned by Hammer and Champy (1993) and Berg 

and Pottjewijd (1997). 

 

The best practices mentioned above have been further categorized into activity sequencing, 

activity composition, resource allocation, and technology, as illustrated in Table 4.2. Activity 

sequencing can be seen as choosing when activities can be performed, while activity 

composition deals with how these activities are performed. Resource allocation asks the 

question “who should perform the activity and what should be done?”. Lastly, technology is 

concerned with performing, simplifying or removing activities through the introduction of new 

technology. 
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Table 4.2 - General Best practice impact. Adapted from Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005) 

BP Category Best Practice Positive impacts Negative impacts 

Activity 

sequencing (when) 
Resequencing 

Cost 

Time 
 

Activity-

composition (how) 
Task composition 

Cost 

Time 

Quality 

Flexibility 

Resource 

allocation (who 

and what) 

 

Order assignment 
Time 

Quality 
Flexibility 

Flexible 

assignment 

Time 

Quality 
Flexibility 

Case manager Quality Cost 

Split 

responsibilities 
Quality 

Time 

Flexibility 

Control addition 
Cost 

Quality 
Time 

Technology Task automation 
Time 

Quality 
Flexibility 

 

As seen from Table 4.2 above and further stated by Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005), trade-

offs between different factors must be made in order to reach a satisfying result in one area. 

This knowledge is important when choosing which Best Practices to apply. Likewise, utilizing 

too many Best Practices may neutralize their individual effects (Reijers & Limam Mansar, 

2005). Since the contents of these factors are different depending on the specific company and 

process context (Reijers & Limam Mansar, 2005), Quality, indicating a risk reduction, is 

prioritized in this thesis.  

4.5 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENTS 

Continuous improvements are the last and arguably the most important step in most 

improvement methodologies. Trkman (2010) argues that sustainable and continuous 

improvements cannot be reached without performance measurements. Along with this, 

decisions to make organizational changes stem from results provided by documentation and 

controlling processes, which is why a lack of measurements correlates with a lack of continuous 

improvements (Lee & Ahn, 2008). This is further emphasized by a quote from Harrington 

(1991, p.164): 

“Every experienced manager knows that providing performance feedback to every employee 

is an essential part of any improvement process. They realize that if you cannot measure it, 

you cannot control it. And if you cannot control it, you cannot manage it”. 

It is obvious that measurements are crucial in the process management phase of BPI. Guha et 

al. (1993) mention factors such as quality, time, and cost as measurements that should be 

measured for all new processes. However, utilizing the right measurements are important and 
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could vary between different processes, and should therefore be based upon strategic priorities 

set by the company (Hoque, 2004). Harrington (1991) further adds that it is important to 

measure all activities in the process, and not just the output of the process as a whole. Research 

also shows that successful process improvements often recede to their previous states, which is 

why securing and standardizing new ways of working are of utmost importance (Sörqvist & 

Höglund, 2007). Many companies use standardized quality management systems, such as ISO 

9001, to retain a focus on quality management and continuous improvements (Marquardt, 

1999).  
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5. EMPIRICAL DATA 

This chapter aims to cover SKG’s current Homologation processes regarding Tractor, Cargo 

and Tipper vehicles. The descriptions are based on information gathered from interviews, 

meetings and observations, as well as a focus group which was used to confirm the validity of 

the process. The mapped processes are the final results of thesis question 1, covering the 

current homologation process at SKG. The chapter ends with benchmarking towards Scania 

CV. 

5.1 CURRENT HOMOLOGATION PROCESS 

Due to the complexity and scale of the process maps, a description of abbreviations, shapes, 

color coding, and text boxes used in the process maps was produced, available in Appendix B. 

Furthermore, to increase the readability of the process maps, they have been divided into six 

different phases, Product specification setup, Environmental certification, Safety compliance, 

Safety certification for large OEM, Safety certification for small OEM, and Safety certification 

(type-approval). Outside of these phases, there is also continuous homologation tasks being 

performed, described shortly at the end of this section. 

A simplified overview of the whole homologation process, including its different phases, is 

illustrated in Figure 5.1 below. This is followed by an illustration and a description of the 

respective phases. Some phases of the process are identical between vehicles while others 

differ. As a result, the three earliest phases, product specification setup, environmental 

certification, and safety compliance are described before the next-coming phases, as these 

phases are identical for all vehicles. As seen in the Figure 5.1, phase 2 (environmental 

certification) and 3 (safety compliance) currently take place in parallel during production and 

importation of the truck. All phases include swimlanes for the Homologation, Product and 

Bodybuilding team. The whole homologation process, its different phases and process maps, 

are illustrated and described in more detail in Appendix C.  

 
Figure 5.1 - Homologation process overview containing its different phases 

5.1.1 Product specification setup 

The first phase in the homologation process is called product specification setup, represented 

by the number 1 in Figure 5.1 above. The aim of the phase is to agree on a truck specification 

to be sold in South Korea, and place an order. Important steps in this phase include activities 

that deal with conducting market demand analyses, verifying through software that the 

specification can be physically built, checking that the specification will follow South Korean 
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regulations in a legal metrics check, and placing and order for the specification. The time taken 

to finalize this phase can take between three to six months to complete, and sometimes even 

longer. An illustration of how the process map for this phase has been constructed is available 

in Figure 5.2 below. Once the truck specification has been set and ordered, the Homologation 

team can initiate the so-called Environmental certification phase in parallel with the Safety 

compliance phase.   

 
Figure 5.2 - Product specification setup phase 

5.1.2 Environmental certification 

After a new truck type has been specified, it has to receive an environmental certification before 

being imported into South Korea, as it technically cannot pass the customs border without this 

certificate. This phase is presented and further described in Appendix C (environmental 

certification). The environmental certification phase can be conducted while the vehicle is being 

produced and transported to South Korea as seen in Figure 5.1, which takes between three to 

four months. 

The first step in this phase is to request data from Scania HQ regarding the new truck typ. This 

information should contain engine and vehicle specifications, as well as an ERC-list (emission 

related components) and noise data. When the data has been received, the environmental 

certification application can be prepared by the homologation team. When completed, it 

requires a seal of approval from the CFO before the document can be sent to the government 

agency NIER. The documents should then be sent both physically and digitally, and NIER has, 

by law, a maximum of 14 days to approve or ask for corrections. If corrections are needed, 

NIER then have 14 more days to approval the following documents. When the document has 

been approved and the certification document is received, the environmental certification phase 

is completed. The truck is thereby allowed to cross the border into South Korea. 

5.1.3 Safety compliance  

The safety compliance phase is specified as the third phase in the homologation process 

overview. This phase has few activities, however these activities deal with checking 

specifications and producing proof that the specifications follow legal regulations, similar to 

that of the legal metrics check in the product specification setup. Therefore, the completion of 

this phase is important for verifying the legal compliance of the available trucks on the market. 
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The phase includes checking whether the specifications of the truck align with set regulations, 

and documenting this in an Excel- or Word-document, which is signed by the author after 

completion and archived in case of future government audits. The safety compliance is 

illustrated in Figure 5.3 below. Currently at Presales, this phase is under high uncertainty, as all 

interviewees in one way or another states that the Safety compliance is not being performed for 

either Tipper or Cargo trucks, meaning that SKG currently may lack proof of compliance for 

certain truck specifications.  

 
Figure 5.3 - Safety compliance phase 

5.1.4 Safety certification for large OEM 

With both safety compliance and environmental certification completed, the vehicles can be 

imported and the next phase, safety certification, can commence. This certification is necessary 

for both Tractor and Cargo trucks as seen in Figure 5.1. Furthermore, since the trucks are 

imported from some of Scania’s production-sites, which are considered large-size OEMs, they 

require a safety self-certification according to South Korean regulations. 

When the truck has been imported and arrived at NVP, the Homologation team travels there to 

take general mass and dimension measurements. These measurements are sent to Bodybuilding 

who produces drawings and send them back to Homologation. A data notification document 

can then be written. This document should involve a description of the chassis number code 

and engine type which is acquired through Scania’s database. These documents need a 

corporate seal and can then be included in the following step, which is to create the specification 

notification document. This document should contain the previously created data notification, 

including drawings and a specification sheet. The documents can then be sent to KATRI by 

uploading it to their website. KATRI has 10 days to go through these documents to either deny 

or approve the application. When approved, NVP, Sales and delivery center need to be updated. 

This concludes the end of the Homologation process regarding the Tractor and incomplete 

Cargo trucks, as previously illustrated in Figure 5.1. In order to sell a complete Cargo however, 

the Homologation team must conduct another phase, Safety certification for small OEM. 
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5.1.5 Safety certification for small OEM  

The safety certification phase for small OEM follows the safety certification for Tractor and 

incomplete Cargo. This phase must be conducted to be able to sell complete Cargo trucks, as 

incomplete Cargo trucks are adapted and built into a complete Cargo. The safety certification 

for small OEM, shown in Figure 5.4, includes three subprocesses. 

 
Figure 5.4 - Safety certification phase for small OEM 

The technical review consists of an application sent to KATRI which states the general 

specifications of the complete Cargo truck. KATRI will either approve or reject the technical 

review within 14 working days, based on whether the specifications are legally compliant or 

not. If approved, the truck must be insured by an insurance agency in order to perform the First 

safety inspection, also performed by KATRI at a designated test location. Once the complete 

Cargo has passed the technical review as well as the first safety inspection it is approved for the 

South Korean market. However, every new complete Cargo must go through its own safety 

inspection before being sold, in accordance with Korean regulations. In short, continuous 

inspections are conducted for all complete Cargo trucks. 

5.1.6 Safety certification (type-approval) 

The safety certification for a Tipper specification can be conducted after the environmental 

certification and importing of the Tipper truck. Since the Tipper truck is designated as 

construction machinery, this safety certification is specific for the Tipper. The phase is divided 

into four sub-processes, shown in Figure 5.5. 

 
Figure 5.5 - Safety certification for Tipper (type-approval) 

The type-approval application process is similar to that of the technical review for complete 

Cargo. The process includes performing a local adaptation of the Tipper truck, measuring the 

general specifications and taking photos of items specified in the regulations. The information 

is put in an application and sent to a KATRI-officer for review. Following an approval, the 

vehicle is insured the same way as for complete Cargo. Once insured, the preparation for the 
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Tipper safety inspection can begin, which consists of performing several tests for the truck, 

ensuring it can pass the KATRI safety inspection. Finally, the Tipper is taken to a KATRI 

inspection facility where the safety inspection is conducted. If the Tipper truck passes the 

inspection, it is officially type-approved and can be sold.  

5.1.7 Continuous homologation tasks 

An important task for the Homologation team is to continuously have knowledge of the 

products that are available for order from Scania HQ, and if they are compliant with current 

environmental and safety certifications. If a product changes in any way, it is documented and 

announced in a Product Information Update (PIU). The PIUs are announced every week and 

contains changes of components or parts in the trucks. As the orders from SKG are large and 

import times long, these orders are distributed over smaller production periods and production 

plants. During the production periods, components or suppliers are regularly updated which can 

result in vehicles from the first period having different components to vehicles from a later 

period, while the order looks the same. The PIUs will be released several times during 

production of an order, which therefore makes it essential for Homologation to be aware of the 

updates and address them if changes have occurred on trucks that are to be sold in South Korea. 

5.2 BENCHMARKING 

To gain an understanding of how business process improvements and the homologation of new 

trucks are conducted at a well-established division, two separate benchmarking sessions were 

conducted at the R&D and YDR departments at Scania CV, with one representative from R&D 

and two representatives from YDR.  

5.2.1 Process and continuous improvements  

The R&D department at Scania CV was contacted to gain knowledge around how Scania HQ 

generally work with improving processes. This gave insight into whether work was conducted 

differently between Scania HQ and SKG, and whether the methods used at HQ could also be 

implemented at SKG in an effort to further improve processes. 

For a start, the R&D-representative describes visualization as a good way to make sure 

everyone understands the process in the same way. Process mapping is therefore often a good 

and necessary start to conduct process improvements. The interviewee further highlights that it 

should be as easy as possible to do the right thing the right way. Scania CV uses checklists or 

tollgates to maintain this thought, and especially important activities are controlled in numerous 

steps before they can be approved. According to the interviewee problems are easier to spot 

once processes have been mapped. To find additional problems that are harder to spot directly, 

the team at R&D conduct so-called “Go-and-see” inspections, where the team visits other 

workgroups in the department and asks questions about the documentation procedures, general 

feelings about the conducted work, and improvement points. However, no established risk-

analysis methods (such as FMEA/FMECA) are used for the established processes. A business-

case should be performed before choosing which improvements to make, this is however only 

done properly for product development, the reason being a lack of resources to prioritize. When 

implementing the improvement, it is crucial that the management team supports the decision 

according to the R&D-representative. Furthermore, involving as many employees as possible 
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will result in a smoother implementation where everyone feels involved, and not forced to a 

change.  

The work regarding continuous improvements at Scania CV seems to be well established. As 

an example, anyone can apply improvement suggestions without suffering negative 

consequences if they do not go as planned. Furthermore, daily meetings are conducted in order 

to see that everything and everyone is up to par. On top of that, group members are occasionally 

interviewed to control their respective opinion away from their manager. All improvement 

suggestions are thereafter discussed with the group manager. Standardized questions are used 

to make sure that the team works according to the Scania way. To further control that the 

updated process is executed according to plan, the interviewee describes monitoring as an 

important part. Some departments perform this task differently however. For example, some 

prefer creating time for reflection and space for everyone to continuously contribute their 

opinion, while others save data over what has gone wrong. The method used depends on the 

context of the work. 

5.2.2 Homologation and certification 

Another benchmarking session was conducted with two representatives from the YDR 

department at Scania CV. This department is involved with certification of different truck 

components and parts at HQ. The aim of the session was to understand and compare how 

certification (or homologation) processes are performed, which risks are included, and how the 

processes can be managed.    

When asked about risks and challenges in certification, both representatives from the YDR 

department, working with legal regulations and certifications, mentioned not getting 

information about changed legislation in time. Since the certification process is quite complex, 

a change of legislation in some countries could be put into action midway into the certification. 

This could result in an invalid certification that has to be remade, as well as a sales delay for 

the market they are certifying for. A change of legislation in South Korea would therefore have 

to be noticed directly and communicated to Scania CV thereafter, so that the products can be 

made accordingly. The interviewees describe that the different distributors, SKG counting as 

one of them, should contact them as soon as the changes in legislation are identified. Pulse 

meetings are then held at Scania CV where new legislation is analyzed and compared to the 

current product portfolio. 

Certifications at YDR are divided into many different departments depending on components. 

To ensure that full certification is done correctly, each certification is treated as a project. If the 

project is done according to schedule, other departments are aware of what is happening. 

However, if the schedule deviates from the original schedule, the process is flagged at pulse 

meetings, which the head of the project group later brings to another pulse meeting involving 

different departments. The interviewees mention that the pulse meetings are often a last resort 

however, and that deviations usually are flagged directly to the head of the department who 

further communicates the change in schedule to other departments as well as the management 

team.  
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To ensure that the certification has been done correctly, YDR have what seems to be some 

standard rules. First and foremost, they use a routine known as “four eyes”, meaning that at 

least one other person should review the certification documents before applying them. If there 

are many people that has been involved in the specific certification however, a more organized 

meeting can sometimes be beneficial, according to interviewees. Another procedure is sending 

the document to another person who approves it. Once approved, this person then sends it to 

the head of the project, who makes the final approval. 

Continuous improvements seem to differ somewhat between departments. In the first interview, 

the R&D representative mentioned the importance of monitoring, and that different 

departments within R&D do this by either measuring or reflecting. Currently, YDR uses one 

type of key performance index (KPI), namely how many deliveries that are on schedule. 

However, representatives mentioned that they cannot see any relevant use of this measurement, 

and further mention that it is difficult to have KPIs when dealing with certification. 
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6. ANALYSIS 

This chapter aims to analyze the previously described processes in order to find improvement 

possibilities in accordance with thesis question 2. Therefore, the activities that pose the highest 

risk are identified, described and prioritized with the help of FMECA. Potential solutions and 

improvement suggestions are then analyzed with the help of benchmarking and Best Practices 

derived from literature. 

6.1 RISK IDENTIFICATION 

This section covers risks identified within each of the different phases involved in the 

homologation process, as well as some general risks. The data was gathered and analyzed 

through a brainstorming session together with relevant members from the Presales department. 

People that were unable to attend the brainstorming session gave their input through individual 

meetings held shortly after the initial one. The risks have been divided into the different phases 

previously described in Chapter 5.1 in order to connect the risk to a specific phase. 

6.1.1 Product specification setup 

The product specification setup involves many tasks and activities which together decide what 

products will be specified and ordered. Any mistakes at this stage in the process can therefore 

produce significant consequences in subsequent phases. One apparent risk in this phase is that 

mistakes and miscommunication in the early activities can produce a truck specification which 

is actually incorrect. If this specification goes all the way to the order table without any controls 

or gates along the way, it could result in a substantial order of new trucks which are not legal 

on the South Korean market. Through the brainstorming meeting, it became apparent that the 

product specification setup includes many difficulties, as specifying a new vehicle type requires 

much technical knowledge. Technical knowledge over all components in the vehicles is 

impossible for Presales to acquire alone, which means that Presales often uses a computer tool 

for asking technical questions to Scania HQ. During the brainstorming-session, some 

employees stated however that it was sometimes difficult even for HQ to give clear answers to 

these technical questions, which resulted in much uncertainty when conducting the product 

specification. Components such as radios can be thought to be compliant with regulations 

regarding radio frequencies, and Scania HQ’s statements are trusted by Presales as it is difficult 

to measure and check compliance for these sorts of components without specific technical 

expertise. It is also stated that it is difficult to communicate efficiently with YDR, the 

department responsible for vehicle compliance, and that this results in many assumptions made 

by employees and therefore increases risk in this phase.   

Another legal risk is missing to perform the legal check for some of the articles in the 

regulations. Something that further highlights the importance of doing this correctly is the fact 

that this fault would most likely only be noticed after the vehicle has been imported and is 

inspected by the government, the consequence being a fine or jail. A poorly made product 

specification setup could also lead to SKG importing a type of truck that is not actually in 

demand from the customers. The outcome of the risk is quite substantial since long lead times 

forces SKG to order multiple trucks at the same time, which could result in many low-demand 

trucks in stock at NVP.  
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6.1.2 Environmental certification  

The greatest identified risk might be that SKG sends an application that is different from the 

actual new truck specification, the result being that the imported truck type is not properly 

certified. If audits, or so-called SPOT-tests, are made by the Korean government, it might lead 

to substantial fines or other penalties. This may also be a risk for the CFO if the incorrect 

application had received a corporate seal. There is also a risk that SKG inputs the wrong data 

in either the digital portal or the physical documents, which can lead to corrections having to 

be made. This can lead to increased time spent on the certification and wasted work. Another 

risk mentioned in the brainstorm meeting was forgetting to include an updated emissions-

related components (ERC) list when submitting the environmental certification, resulting in an 

incomplete certification, potentially leading to fines or other legal consequences. It is stated by 

an employee in the Presales department that the environmental certification is “easy” to 

perform, which can introduce human errors as the employees do not regard the importance of 

the environmental certification. The same employee further states that this is a great risk, as the 

environmental certification is in fact a substantial part of the full homologation process, and 

that mistakes or incorrect information submitted by employees can result in fines, rework, sales-

stop, or even jail if there has been serious negligence when producing the specifications. 

6.1.3 Safety compliance 

Based on multiple interviews, focus groups, and observations, the safety compliance phase is 

considered a work-in-progress as of now, meaning that it is currently posing a risk. In other 

words, either the compliance process is done inadequately, or not at all according to 

interviewees. If this is not corrected, it represents in our opinion a tremendous risk for the 

company as essential proof of compliance is missing. If any government agency would conduct 

an audit, it would likely find no documents that can adequately prove that previous and current 

truck models are following safety regulations. If SKG is found guilty of not following 

regulations this could lead to severe consequences and could result in a significant fine, or other 

legal actions against the company like sales-stops for the affected models. During the analysis 

however it was argued that there are usually documents from the legal metrics check in the 

Product specification setup, which could act as proof if an SCR is missing. Even if these 

documents could work as proof, it was mentioned that proving that the trucks are compliant 

could be difficult as of today, as these documents are not structured in an efficient way and 

could need additional information. If however the SCRs are written and archived, there is a risk 

that the SCRs for the current type is not kept up to date with changing component or product 

updates. This can lead to the same or at least similar outcomes as in the previous paragraph.  

6.1.4 Safety certification (large-size OEM) 

Again, there exists a risk of certifying the wrong truck type, which may not match the actual 

truck that is sold in South Korea. If audits are conducted, this can lead to sales-stop for the 

specified truck type, a fine, or criminal charges. A less devastating risk is sending the 

application with incorrect data to KATRI, as they will only require corrections. The outcome is 

that KATRI will have to review the application once more, and the effect will be increased lead-

time of up to 10 working days. 
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6.1.5 Safety certification (small-size OEM) 

This phase is divided into three sub-processes as previously described in section 5.1.5. 

Technical review 

In this sub-process, there is a risk that an employee may send an application with incorrect data 

to KATRI, which will require corrections. The outcome is that KATRI will have to review the 

application once more, and the consequence will be increased lead-time. Another risk 

mentioned in the brainstorming meeting was forgetting to pay the application fee to KATRI 

which would delay next-coming activities further. As this phase contains a first safety 

inspection which is performed by the government later on, the risks to certify a truck type which 

is different from the actual truck that is sold in South Korea are mitigated.  

Vehicle insurance 

During the vehicle insurance, a derived risk was being unable to perform the first safety 

inspection due to the temporary number plate not being requested directly after the insurance 

of the truck has been completed. If SKG requests the temporary number plate one day after, the 

insurance does not cover the whole period that the number plate is viable for and the first safety 

inspection will be delayed until the insurance is extended. 

First safety inspection 

The most significant risk that has been identified is correlated with the first safety inspection 

itself, taking place at Gimjae KATRI. If the inspection is rejected at this stage, SKG has to 

obtain a new insurance and number plate for the truck, before they can do the safety inspection 

again. Furthermore, they have to redo the preparation regarding the safety inspection 

application. The outcome would logically be an increase in lead-time and cost. Another less 

significant risk would be if the revised specification table is denied, which would require 

corrections. However, these corrections are almost always resolved directly according to 

employees involved in the conducted risk analysis. 

6.1.6 Safety certification (type approval) 

This phase is divided into four sub-processes as previously described in section 5.1.6. 

Type-approval application 

As seems to be the common theme, if the type-approval documents are not compliant with 

regulations, the documents are rejected from the KATRI officer, and a correction must be made 

which would increase the lead-time of the process. Another potential failure is being unable to 

send in the type-approval application due to the application fee not being paid, logically causing 

a sales delay. Since this step also involves paying the inspection fee, this could also lead to a 

delayed safety inspection later on. 

Vehicle insurance 

This sub-process is identical to that of the vehicle insurance regarding small-size OEMs, and 

therefore, so are the risks. 
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Preparation of safety inspection 

One apparent risk is forgetting to send emails for support to other departments. If other 

departments are not aware that the truck type has been approved, they cannot start their own 

sales processes, which will delay the sales of the new truck type. 

Safety inspection 

The main topic that was brought to attention during the brainstorming meeting for this sub-

process, was the safety inspection not being approved by KATRI. Based on the rejection, the 

effects of the potential failure can vary widely. For example, deviations from the previously 

applied inspection application could require a simple revision to the specification table. 

However, if there are more severe deviations or a significant physical fault is found within the 

truck, it could need reconstruction, which would be devastating in terms of both lead-time and 

costs. SKG would then need to first fix the error and then start over at activity 6.14, which is 

the start of the vehicle insurance sub-process. 

6.1.7 General risks 

General risks mentioned by multiple employees were risks regarding new employees making 

mistakes in the process, since no clear documentation existed before. Furthermore, the 

employees state that they perform checks during the process, especially when submitting 

information or documents. However, most employees perform these checks in different ways, 

which may affect the level of quality in the submitted information, as some checks are not 

performed as well as others. Less frequent are checks together with a colleague, who may be 

asked to review the application before it is submitted. Even more rare are the so called “review 

sessions”, which consists of several team members reviewing the documents together during 

an official meeting. The employees state that review sessions are only initiated if errors or 

inconsistencies are found in the documents through the employee self-check. Overall, there 

seem to be a lack of controls throughout the whole process, which can lead to incorrect 

documents or moving on to new activities without having completed earlier phases fully. Since 

the homologation process is about certifying new vehicles, these risks must be minimized in 

order to secure compliance with regulations. 

Another general risk concerns the Homologation function’s task of keeping check on constantly 

changing PIUs, as mentioned in section 5.1.7. As orders from SKG are often large, production 

and import times increase. As a result, an order can include product updates during its 

production. This is a problematic consequence for the Homologation function as a large order 

can be composed of several different types of vehicles, even though the order originally stated 

only one particular specification. If the homologation has only been completed for the type that 

was originally ordered, it must be redone for each type imported, in order for SKG to comply 

with regulations. Currently, these changes or updates to the products are not checked in a 

structured way, which leads to a risk of missing important changes to trucks that are ordered. If 

these changes are significant, it can mean that the environmental or safety certification is no 

longer valid for the updated truck. This can result in major consequences as the vehicles are 

thought to be approved to sell, but in reality are not legal anymore. This is considered a general, 

although quite a severe risk, as it is not tied to any specific phase and is a continuous work task. 

Another risk, similar to that of the previous mentioned PIU, is the model year updates. Since 
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the models are updated every year, the trucks have to be certified according to the updates, as 

failing to do so could result in sales of incorrectly certified trucks. Logically, the result being 

the same as for not updating according to the PIUs. 

According to some interviewees there is a lack of communication between many of the 

departments at SKG, and that they can sometimes be considered as “islands” with individual 

cultures and goals that do not coincide with other departments. There is a general feeling in the 

Presales department that other departments put pressure on the homologation process as they 

want to be able to sell the vehicles as soon as possible, sometimes without considering the 

repercussions faced by Presales. This lack of communication is seen as a cause of many severe 

risks at it could lead to risks in specifying the wrong product, or not getting enough information 

on a specification change or update. 

6.2 RISK PRIORITIZATION 

Following the risk identification, an FMECA was conducted in accordance with (Stamatis, 

2003). Firstly, the identified risks were translated to failure modes and transferred into a 

FMECA table, summarized and further described in Appendix D. Potential effects, causes and 

controls for each failure were then discussed and decided in the brainstorming-session. Here, 

the Presales team was asked to rate the severity, occurrence and detection of failures from 1 to 

5. The ratings were then calculated and ranked by the authors, both according to risk priority 

number (RPN) and criticality number (C). A sample of the table can be seen in Figure 6.1 

below. With the risk identification completed, the failure causes are inserted into the criticality 

matrix (Table 6.1) based on their severity and occurrence values. The criticality matrix is meant 

to visualize how critical the failures are for the homologation process as a whole, as well as 

SKG itself.  

 
Figure 6.1 - Sample from FMECA table in Appendix D 

All potential failures and their respective cause have been assigned a specific ID, where the first 

number is correlated to the phase connected to the risk. Each failure is further illustrated in the 

criticality matrix with the help of this ID, Table 6.1, where the values from the FMECA table 

has been translated into more tangible categories, described in Appendix E. The category 

regarding severity increases from I to V, while occurrence increases from E to A. As seen in 

Table 6.1 below, higher severity with low occurrence was considered more critical than higher 

occurrence with low severity. As such, the criticality matrix was separated into four different 

categories: Unacceptable, Undesirable, Tolerable, and Acceptable, with more critical failure 

causes places in either the Undesirable or Unacceptable zones.   
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Table 6.1 - Criticality matrix, Red = Unacceptable, Orange = Undesirable, Yellow = Tolerable, Green = Acceptable 

 A B C D E 

V    2.3  

IV  3.1 1.1a, 7.1a 
1.1b, 2.1a, 2.1b, 

4.1, 7.1b 
 

III    5.4, 6.5, 7.2 1.2 

II  2.2a 2.2b, 4.2  5.1, 5.3, 6.1, 6.3 

I    5.2, 6.2, 6.4 5.5 

 

As seen from the criticality matrix above, there are four potential failures that lie in the red 

field, meaning they are unacceptable, and furthermore, must be improved. One observation is 

that even though the frequency of failure is not common in this process (as the whole process 

takes months to complete), the severity is quite high, and often cannot be lowered in the same 

way as other processes, being that it requires compliance with the law. Therefore, decreasing 

the occurrence, but also increasing the detection of the failure, is of utmost importance. Table 

6.1 illustrates the distribution of the different failure causes, where high severity receives the 

highest prioritization. Additionally, failures with the same exact criticality factor are 

prioritized among themselves based of the RPN stemming from the initial FMECA table, seen 

in Appendix D. Failure-causes that ended up in the green field are seen as acceptable and 

therefore not analyzed further. A summary of the risks identified in each failure cause, and its 

priority, is shown in Table 6.2 below. 
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Table 6.2 - Summary of failure cause prioritization 

Rank ID Potential problem / failure Potential cause of failure 
Risk 

Criticality 
Sev. RPN 

1 2.3 
New components not 

compliant with regulations 

Updated ERC-list from HQ not 

reported to NIER 
Unacceptable V 20 

2 3.1 No proof of safety compliance 
SCR not performed adequately for 

each Truck type 
Unacceptable IV 32 

3 1.1a 

Truck specification not 

compliant with legal 

requirements 

Lack of/miss communication 

between Scania CV and SKG when 

finalizing the product specification 

Unacceptable IV 36 

4 7.1a 

Truck specification not 

compliant with legal 

requirements 

Inadequate check of product 

information updates 
Unacceptable IV 24 

5 1.1b 

Truck specification not 

compliant with legal 

requirements 

Human error performing legal matrix 

check 
Undesirable IV 24 

6 2.1a 

Environmental data 

specification different from 

actual truck specification 

Received wrong specification data 

from HQ 
Undesirable IV 24 

7 7.1b 

Truck specification not 

compliant with legal 

requirements 

Inadequate announcement from HQ 

that a product change has occurred 
Undesirable IV 24 

8 2.1b 

Environmental data 

specification different from 

actual truck specification 

Human error when writing data 

specification 
Undesirable IV 16 

9 4.1 
Safety certification different 

from Truck specification 
Human error Undesirable IV 16 

10 5.4 
First safety inspection not 

approved by KATRI 

First safety inspection not compliant 

with regulations 
Tolerable III 12 

11 6.5 
Safety inspection not approved 

by KATRI officer 

Too large deviations from NVP 

measurements 
Tolerable III 12 

12 7.2 Incorrect certifications Model year not updated Tolerable III 12 

13 1.2 
Ordering of Trucks with low 

demand 
Poor market analysis Tolerable III 9 

14 2.2a 

Environmental certification 

application not approved by 

NIER 

Differences between submitted 

documents (physical and digital) 
Tolerable II 16 

15 2.2b 

Environmental certification 

application not approved by 

NIER 

Additional information needed Tolerable II 12 

16 4.2 
Specification notification not 

approved by KATRI 

Specification notification data not 

compliant with regulations 
Tolerable II 6 

 

6.3 PROCESS ANALYSIS 

6.3.1 Risk improvements 

Based on the identified failure causes and their respective prioritization, they are analyzed in 

three different categories, unacceptable (red), undesirable (orange), and tolerable (yellow). 

Acceptable (green) risks are not covered, as they are by definition acceptable risks. 
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Unacceptable risks 

The updated ERC-list (2.3) was ranked number one because of its high severity, most likely 

stemming from the fact that employees from other companies have gone to jail as a result of 

this failure. Although SKG is aware of the consequences and working on securing this part of 

the process already, further minimizing the occurrence and increasing detection is essential. 

One way to accomplish this is with allocating resources differently. According to the study of 

Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005), assigning the most experienced person to a certain task can 

improve both quality and time, although reduces flexibility. This could potentially be 

devastating if the person assigned for this task is absent, which is why documentation and 

illustration of the process is important. Furthermore, having someone that is responsible for the 

task, in line with the BP of case manager, could increase the quality additionally (Reijers & 

Limam Mansar, 2005; Van der Aalst & Van Hee, 1996). To further strengthen that this potential 

failure never occurs, a control addition would increase quality even further, although, also 

increasing the lead-time (Reijers & Limam Mansar, 2005; Buzacott, 1996; Poyssick & 

Hannaford, 1996). The last failure cause of the unacceptable risks (7.1a) is related to another 

update, that is the product information updates (PIUs). These updates are as previously 

described released by Scania HQ every week and could result in a truck that is not compliant 

with legal requirements if not done accordingly. Similar to that of the ERC-list, utilizing best 

practices such as order assignment, case manager, and control addition could potentially deal 

with this problem, resulting in an increase in quality according to theory (Reijers & Limam 

Mansar, 2005). Since these failures are considered unacceptable and contain the most risks, the 

control addition should represent the severity of the outcome. From information derived from 

benchmarking, checklists could be a good tool to make it easy to perform the activity correctly. 

Furthermore, meetings are beneficial when the scale of the activities are complex. The authors 

therefore argue these methods to be of value for high-risk failures like 7.1a and 2.3. 

The second risk improvement is concerned with failure 3.1. Although the documentation done 

in the legal matrix check during the product specification setup could act as proof of 

compliance, we argue that the SCRs should be done and stored in a more structured way. In 

case of audits from the government, even though SKG are compliant, it would currently be a 

project in itself to show proof of compliance according to some employees attending the 

FMECA brainstorming meeting, hence the high risk-factor. Theory argues resequencing to have 

a positive impact on time and cost, while task composition could have a positive impact on 

time, cost and quality, although could reduce flexibility (Reijers & Limam Mansar, 2005). 

Resequencing and combining the safety compliance phase to start with the legal metrics check 

could be beneficial, since it is done early in the product specification phase. The SCRs are, in 

short, a more detailed version of the legal metrics check, which is why starting to form the SCR 

in the same step could provide a clear start, and more structure to the safety compliance phase. 

Therefore, we argue that the quality could be enhanced. Another risk connected to the SCRs is 

forgetting to update them when a new product update is released. This problem could 

potentially be solved in similar ways to the earlier described ERC-list, as well as the PIUs. One 

other solution could be to utilize the best practice of case manager, assigning the responsibility 

of the SCR-update to a specific person. According to Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005), and 

Van der Aalst and Van Hee (2002), this best practice can help improve internal business 
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processes, as one specific individual becomes directly responsible to make sure that an activity 

or process is performed correctly. 

The third unacceptable failure cause, a lack of communication between SKG and Scania CV, 

potentially resulting in truck specifications not being compliant with legal requirements (1.1a), 

is a big challenge. The benchmark resulted in knowledge about how Scania CV and more 

specifically YDR treats certifications. They described that each certification process is seen as 

a project which is visible for every department. If deviations occur, it is communicated to other 

departments through various means. Although the communication between SKG and Scania 

CV could be seen as more complex due to factors such as distance and culture, a similar 

approach could provide a clear ground for what is necessary from each division. That is, sharing 

a project map in the Scania cloud which can be viewed by all parts in parallel. Exactly how this 

would be done does however need to be researched further. 

Undesirable risks 

As for undesirable risks, there were five failures identified with high enough severity or 

occurrence to be rated as undesirable. Failure 2.1a and 7.1b are outside of SKG’s control, and 

are therefore not applicable for improvement suggestions. It is, however, good for SKG to be 

aware of the failures, even though they cannot affect whether Scania CV sends the correct 

information or not.  

The remaining failures 1.1b, 2.1b, and 4.1 are all concerned with the cause being human error 

when inputting data into a document. Even though it is stated that there are double-checks 

performed, we propose control additions to be introduced in accordance with best practices 

from Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005), Buzacott (1996) and Poyssick and Hannaford (1996). 

This would, in theory, help prevent human errors and increase the quality of the process, 

although also increasing lead-time. As we see it, this control would consist of the “four-eyes” 

approach used at Scania CV, which requires written documents to be sent to a colleague and 

additional review. If the colleague approves the application, it is then sent to the Homologation 

manager for final approval. Another possible solution for 1.1b would be to create a program 

with constraints set from the legal requirements. When conducting the legal matrix check for 

the new type, the specification for the new type can be input into the program, and the program 

can automatically check whether the new specification stays within the legal constraints. This 

may even be possible to implement in ETEL Backoffice, but would require a deeper analysis 

in future research. This improvement can be connected to the best practice known as “task 

automation”, which according to Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005), Hammer and Champy 

(1993), and Berg and Pottjewijd (1997) can help improve the speed and quality when 

performing certain tasks. To create a program that can act as support for the legal matrix check 

may be quite costly, and it should only be used as support during the legal check due to the 

inherent risk. Using a program would minimize the risk of forgetting to perform any tasks in 

the legal check. 

Tolerable 

Some of these risks are not directly connected to homologation, or even the Presales department 

at SKG. For example, a poor market analysis (1.2) is perhaps not a potential failure cause that 

should be solved here. However, it is important to know the risks involved in the process and 
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what to do if the failure would emerge, which is why additional research could be needed. Other 

potential failure causes seen as “tolerable” in these circumstances could be resolved in fairly 

simple ways. Similar to failure causes described in previous, more severe failures, the same 

solutions can be applied here, but to a different extent. In line with literature, control addition 

would increase quality of these potential failure causes, however, often result in an increase in 

lead-time (Reijers & Limam Mansar, 2005; Buzacott, 1996; Poyssick & Hannaford, 1996). 

However, since most effects amongst these failures result in a correction, followed by 

resubmission of documents to the government, an extra control could, logically, decrease lead-

time as well. This being said, it is important to take the potential time delay into account when 

choosing how to control the process. Derived from benchmarking, Scania CV, or more 

specifically YDR, have standards rules for ensuring that everything is correct. As previously 

mentioned, a control of “four eyes” could provide satisfactory outcomes in some cases, while 

a meeting might be necessary in others, depending on the severity of the outcome. Potential 

failures such as model year not updated, resulting in an incorrect certification (7.2) could 

however be solved similar to that of the more severe failures 2.3 and 7.1a, also concerning 

product updates. It could be argued that a similar solution is too large compared to the 

magnitude of the risk. However, the model year update is an occurrence happening only once 

per year, which is why it would not drain too many resources to uphold this standard here as 

well. 

Summary of potential solutions 

Based on the risk criticality, different recommendations are given, although similar methods 

used. Since certain trade-offs must be made with the use of best practices (Reijers & Limam 

Mansar, 2005), control addition to failures with more severe effects have been given a stronger 

control while potential failures with low effects have been given a smaller control. The controls 

were derived from benchmarking and brainstorming between the authors, and are analyzed as 

previously described. Based on this analysis, possible actions for each of the failure causes 

presented in Table 6.2 are described in Table 6.3 below. 

Table 6.3 - Summary of failure cause prioritization and possible actions 

Rank ID 
Potential problem / 

failure 
Potential cause of failure 

Risk 

Criticality 
RPN Possible Action(s) 

1 2.3 

New components not 

compliant with 

regulations 

Updated ERC-list from 

HQ not reported to NIER 
Unacceptable 20 

Order assignment + 

Case manager + Control 

addition (checklist + 

meeting)  

2 3.1 
No proof of safety 

compliance 

SCR not performed 

adequately for each Truck 

type 

Unacceptable 32 

Initiating this phase 

earlier, by combining 

the legal matrix check + 

Case manager 

3 1.1a 

Truck specification 

not compliant with 

legal requirements 

Lack of/miss 

communication between 

Scania CV and SKG when 

finalizing the product 

specification 

Unacceptable 36 

Clear project structure 

with information 

available for all parties 

involved 

4 7.1a 

Truck specification 

not compliant with 

legal requirements 

Inadequate check of 

product information 

updates 

Unacceptable 24 

Order assignment + 

Case manager + Control 

addition (checklist + 

meeting) 
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5 1.1b1 

Truck specification 

not compliant with 

legal requirements 

Human error performing 

legal matrix check 
Undesirable 24 

Control addition (“four 

eyes” + manager 

approval) 

 1.1b2     
New data 

system/program 

6 2.1a 

Environmental data 

specification different 

from actual truck 

specification 

Received wrong 

specification data from 

HQ 

Undesirable 24 
Additional control 

performed by NVP 

7 7.1b 

Truck specification 

not compliant with 

legal requirements 

Inadequate announcement 

from HQ that a product 

change has occurred 

Undesirable 24 Need further analysis 

8 2.1b 

Environmental data 

specification different 

from actual truck 

specification 

Human error when writing 

data specification 
Undesirable 16 

Control addition (“four 

eyes” + manager 

approval) 

9 4.1 

Safety certification 

different from Truck 

specification 

Human error Undesirable 16 

Control addition (“four 

eyes” + manager 

approval) 

10 5.4 

First safety inspection 

not approved by 

KATRI 

First safety inspection not 

compliant with regulations 
Tolerable 12 

Measure additional 

times and take mean 

value (standardize 

process) 

11 6.5 

Safety inspection not 

approved by KATRI 

officer 

Too large deviations from 

NVP measurements 
Tolerable 12 

Measure additional 

times and take mean 

value (standardize 

process) 

12 7.2 
Incorrect 

certifications 
Model year not updated Tolerable 12 

Order assignment + 

Case manager + Control 

addition (checklist + 

meeting) 

13 1.2 
Ordering of Trucks 

with low demand 
Poor market analysis Tolerable 9 Need further analysis 

14 2.2a 

Environmental 

certification 

application not 

approved by NIER 

Differences between 

submitted documents 

(physical and digital) 

Tolerable 16 
Control addition 

(“four eyes”) 

15 2.2b 

Environmental 

certification 

application not 

approved by NIER 

Additional information 

needed 
Tolerable 12 

Control addition (“four 

eyes”) 

16 4.2 

Specification 

notification not 

approved by KATRI 

Specification notification 

data not compliant with 

regulations 

Tolerable 6 
Control addition (“four 

eyes”) 

 

General risks 

A general feeling derived from observations here at SKG is that departments do not 

communicate and care much of each other’s work. From the brainstorming meeting, it became 

apparent that this is indeed the case. Even though the office is a single floor where 

communication should thrive, different departments feel like their own silo according to 

interviewees. We firmly believe that having clear and visible documentation could potentially 

improve this situation. As the representative from the R&D-department at Scania CV 

mentioned, process mapping is often a good way to make people understand the process 

correspondingly. Furthermore, process mapping enables improvements regarding working 

towards a common goal (Jacka & Keller, 2009), and provides a framework over correlations 
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regarding everything and everyone involved in the process (Siha & Saad, 2008). Being able to 

show exactly what must be done, how long it takes, and who is responsible, could therefore 

create an understanding between the departments and deal with this issue. Representatives from 

the YDR department also mention that so-called pulse meetings are used to effectively 

communicate between departments during projects. This, in combination with a clear 

visualization of the process, could potentially solve this problem. From conducting interviews 

with different employees from Homologation, it also became clear that there is no clear task 

delegation. Although it could be flexible having whoever is available doing a certain task, 

having someone responsible could provide an increase in the internal quality according to 

theory from Van der Aalst and Van Hee (2002), who describes case manager as a best practice 

doing this. Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005) further mention that assigning a case manager 

would lead to additional capacities and added costs, which is something that must be 

considered. In terms of the current process controls, a double check is usually the only control 

before sending in an application. Since dealing with risk is the primary focus in this thesis, extra 

controls are considered necessary as seen in  

Table 6.3 above. 

6.3.2 General process improvements 

General improvement points gathered from initial interviews conducted before mapping the 

process (Appendix A), observations, and brainstorming are presented below. A short summary 

of the activities and its potential improvements are presented at the end of the section and listed 

in Table 6.4.  

Safety certification (large-size OEM) 

Frequent trips to NVP are costly and time-consuming, and an inefficient part of the process 

according to Interviewee A. Observations made while visiting NVP corresponds with these 

statements as the work does not require detailed knowledge about the homologation process 

and could be performed more efficiently. These trips are conducted by employees from the 

Presales department, more specifically Homologation, when new trucks have arrived in South 

Korea and have to pass through the certification process. Interviewee A mentions that most 

activities that are performed at NVP by the Homologation members can be performed by any 

employee, and suggests that this task should instead fall onto the employees at NVP. The local 

employees would be able to measure all general specifications and perform checks, and then 

report the results back to the Homologation team. When comparing this suggested improvement 

point with literature from Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005), we believe that it is related to 

resource allocation. Although no particular best practice aligns perfectly with this sort of 

resource allocation, the derived outcomes should be similar to those of order- and flexible 

assignment mentioned by Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005) and Van der Aalst and Van Hee 

(2002). This being a decrease in lead-time and an increase in quality but a loss in terms of 

flexibility. It could however also be argued that this would increase the cost since additional 

employees at NVP could be needed. 

Another possible solution would be to relocate the activity to before importing the vehicle to 

South Korea according to Interviewee C. Theory mentions resequencing as moving an activity 

to another stage of the process, which could decrease both lead-time and costs according to 
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Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005) and Klein (1995). However, an increase in communication 

efforts between Scania CV and SKG would be necessary to perform this task. This could, in 

line with theory, potentially decrease the lead-time with months, since the safety certification 

could be initiated even before the vehicle is imported and has arrived in NVP. One way to 

sequence this activity could be to either send people from SKG to the production site before 

importing the vehicle, or possibly transferring the responsibility to someone stationed at Scania 

CV in Sweden. The latter would however combine resequencing the activity with allocating it 

to other employees. With the same reasoning as before, this aligns with resource allocation, 

probably resulting in a decrease in lead-time, an increase in quality, but also a decrease in 

flexibility. It would however put unwanted responsibilities at other places in the corporation.  

Safety certification (small-size OEM) 

Interviewee C also mentions that, if possible, conducting the local adaptations for Tipper and 

Cargo at the production site, instead of at NVP, would provide great benefits in terms of lead-

time. This would however complicate the importing phase of the process and also transfer a lot 

of responsibility to other parts of the company, which might not be beneficial for Scania as a 

whole. 

Safety certification (Type-approval) 

According to Reijers and Limam Mansar (2005) activities that do not require the completion of 

the previous activity, or is necessary to perform the following activity, should be considered 

where it could provide more benefits elsewhere. With this logic, activities such as paying an 

application fee could be moved to before completing the type-approval application. This could 

decrease waiting time without any noticeable threat. Another similar improvement would be to 

arrange the inspection date with KATRI before preparing the confirmation inspection, the 

outcome being a reduction in time spent waiting. This does however increase the risk of not 

getting the inspection application done in time, which would instead increase lead-time to a 

greater extent. 

Summary of general process improvements 

A summarization of the general process improvements is presented in Table 6.4. Each possible 

improvement has been assigned a specific ID to ease the illustration in the upcoming PICK-

chart, discussed more in section 7.4. 
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Table 6.4 - Summary of activities and discussed improvements 

Activity ID Possible improvements 

Measurements at NVP 

8.1a Allocate this responsibility to someone stationary at NVP  

8.1b 
Resequencing the activity to before importing + sending 

someone from SKG to production site 

8.1c 

Resequencing the activity to before importing + allocating 

the responsibility to someone stationary at Scania CV or 

the production site 

Local adaptations (small-size 

OEM and type-approval) 
8.2 

Resequencing the activity to before importing + allocating 

the responsibility to Scania CV 

Paying application fee (type-

approval) 
8.3 

Resequence to before completing type-approval 

application 

Arrange inspection date (type-

approval) 
8.4 

Resequence to before preparing the confirmation 

inspection 

 

6.3.3 Continuous process management improvements 

The last step of BPI, process management, is mainly focused on conducting continuous 

improvements (Adesola & Baines, 2005; Harrington, 1991; Kettinger et al., 1997). This is 

commonly done by reviewing and controlling the process, which requires some type of 

measurement (Harrington, 1991; Kettinger et al., 1997; Trkman, 2010). The question then 

becomes what type of KPI that should be used. Derived from benchmarking however, it became 

apparent that it can be difficult to measure and use KPIs effectively in certification processes. 

However, measurements such as time, cost and quality should be measured for all new 

processes according to Guha et al. (1993). Although the homologation process studied in this 

thesis is not new per se, measurements connected to quality would have been beneficial when 

conducting this thesis. According to the R&D representative, monitoring is important to ensure 

that everything is going as planned, this is either done by collecting data or creating space for 

reflection amongst employees. If such data was existent, more statistical methods could have 

been used, which could provide more factual improvement suggestions. On the same note, if 

measurements would be collected for future use, it would provide the groundwork for 

continuous improvements. Furthermore, measurements should be prioritized depending on the 

process, and the company strategy (Hoque, 2004), which is why measuring quality is considered 

a good fit for the homologation process. 

Benchmarking with different departments at Scania CV provided insight into daily management 

and follow-ups. The R&D-representative explained that daily meetings are held to inform 

everyone about each other’s work, to acquire a holistic view. In addition, members are 

interviewed independently so that more personal opinions can be shared. We consider these 

methods good examples of continuous improvement which could prove to be beneficial for 

SKG. This would not only provide a good structure and overview for SKG, but also enhance 

engagement from all employees, which could contribute more improvements in the future. 

Since there currently is no real quality management position however, this would require 

additional resources. Theory mentions that improvements have a tendency to retract back to 

before the improvement had been made (Sörqvist & Höglund, 2007). Many companies use 
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different quality management systems in order to uphold these improvements and continuously 

sustain them (Marquardt, 1999). Therefore, adding resources towards quality management and 

working towards a standard such as ISO 9001 could be worth considering. 

6.4 IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTION ANALYSIS 

The improvements suggested in the process analysis are dependent on which activities they are 

related to. For example, smaller and less critical activities require smaller controls, which may 

be easier and cheaper to implement than larger controls such as meetings between departments. 

In order to provide relevant suggestions, we use a PICK-chart (Figure 6.2) to categorize the 

improvements based on their ease of implementation and impact on the process. Improvements 

that are easy to implement and provide a high impact are placed in the “Implement” box, while 

hard-to-implement solutions with low impact are placed in the “Kill” box. The impact is 

decided from factors such as severity, while the implementation is decided from how many 

resourceless is needed to implement the improvement action. Factors such as quality, cost, lead-

time and flexibility are therefore considered for both of these categories. To increase the 

validity, the improvement actions were placed in the PICK-chart with the help of an expert in 

the field of homologation, and the limits between the categories were decided with reasonable 

estimates. 

 
Figure 6.2 - PICK-chart with improvement suggestions 

Implement 

The improvement actions placed in this box are seen as being somewhat easy to implement and 

at the same time having a high impact. As an example, action 2.3 could lead to an increase in 

quality for the failure with the same ID. Since this failure has a severity factor of 5, the quality 

increase is seen as quite impactful, thereby, the placement in the high impact column. 

Furthermore, implementing these factors need additional resources which would increase lead-

time and increased cost. However, the action does not require any major change in strategy or 
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the introduction of a new system, which is why the resources needed is still considered to be 

within the easy -to-implement category. All possible improvement actions have been discussed 

and analyzed in similar ways. 

Possible 

Improvements which are considered possible are seen as easy to implement, but have lower 

impact in terms of cost, time or risk reduction. Seven improvements were placed in this 

category: 8.3, 8.4, 5.4, 6.5, 2.1b, 4.2 and 4.1. Improvements for 8.3 and 8.4 were related to 

resequencing the activities, which were considered to be easy to change, but the impacts were 

low. Improvements 4.2, 2.1b and 4.1 were related to the control addition “four-eyes” which 

should also be easy to implement, but their impacts were considered low as the improvements 

only decrease the risk of having to make corrections.  

Challenge 

A challenge could be an improvement having a high impact, but at the same time being 

somewhat difficult to implement. Here, 8.1b, 8.1c and 1.1a are placed. Actions 8.1b-c have high 

impacts since it potentially can decrease the lead-time with 1-2 months, being that the safety 

certification for large-size OEMs can be initiated before the truck has been imported. However, 

since this requires either relocation of the activity, or relocation and a shift of responsibility to 

people working in Scania CV for 8.1c, it is considered a challenge in terms of resources needed. 

Actions seen as challenges should be considered once the company has time and resources to 

fully implement and concentrate on the specific task. 

Kill 

Like the other explanations, the actions placed in the kill box are considered to be too hard or 

too expensive to implement in relation to the expected impact. Improvement actions placed in 

this box are therefore not worth considering. 
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendations are provided based on the analysis, where the improvement actions placed 

in the “implement” box in the PICK-chart are in focus. Additionally, recommendations for 

continuous improvements are suggested. 

Risks and improvement actions have been found in different phases of the process. SKG can 

improve its process mostly by increasing quality. The actions we suggest here are those 

previously placed in the “implement” box of the PICK-chart. Meanwhile, our advice is that 

actions placed in the challenge box should be considered only when time and resources are 

available to fully adapt and perform the activities. Actions placed in the possible box should be 

implemented if considered valuable by SKG. Since the impact is seen as quite low however, it 

is not considered as necessary. We further recommend that SKG look into 1.2, 2.1a and 7.1b 

since these failures are connected to and mainly caused by HQ, according to the collected data. 

If this is indeed the case, it should be further communicated to HQ so that proper precautions 

can be made.  

Our recommendations are therefore: 

• Adding routines for Product updates 

o Weekly summaries and pulse meetings, monthly or biweekly meetings with 

other departments. 

• Adding gates in the process. Gates require approval from several sources. 

• Delegating Case manager to focus on Safety compliance 

• Adding control in Legal matrix check 

• Resequencing NVP measurements 

• Adding controls for NIER and KATRI 

• Working towards increased quality management. Work to implement ISO9001. 

The recommendations are further discussed below. 

Adding routines for Product updates 

Firstly, failure causes 7.1a, 2.3 and 7.2 are all specified towards updates, and thereby involve 

similar methods for completion. For these activities, we recommend that a case manager should 

be assigned, that is, someone being responsible for these activities, and making corrections 

when necessary. This does not mean that this person is alone in the execution of these activities, 

but help structure it and deal with its consequences. Furthermore, we suggest that putting a 

“specialist”, or people experienced in performing the task in charge of performing it, which 

would be beneficial since it could enhance the quality further. An example of how the process 

could be structured is shown in Figure 7.1. Firstly, the person performing the Product 

Information Update activity needs to check if the update actually results in a product change. If 

it does, a summary of the update is written, followed by a control in the form of a checklist. 

This checklist should act as a basis of structure, helping the employee to perform the task 

without fail. The summary should then be uploaded and stored at SKG’s intranet so that 

everyone can be aware of these changes. Additionally, a weekly meeting should be held with 

relevant team members to inform and discuss the updates. An addition to the weekly PIU 
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meeting with the Presales team could be a monthly meeting together with representatives from 

other departments at SKG. Here recent updates can be summarized for the other representatives, 

and they can voice their own concerns regarding the updates and if any of the changes could 

potentially affect their own work. 

 

Figure 7.1 - Suggested process for product information updates 

Case manager to focus on Safety compliance 

The SCRs considered in failure cause 3.1 need to be further structured and standardized in order 

to efficiently present the material to the government when needed. We therefore recommend 

adding a case manager for this position, similar to the one described earlier, that has the 

responsibility of producing SCRs for each specification on the market. We also believe that 

initiating these reports in combination with the legal metrics check would provide structure, 

while not taking to many resources, since the reports can be completed at a later stage. It is 

important to start the safety compliance as early as possible to make sure that is part of the daily 

work and not forgotten. Conducting the SCRs also acts as an extra internal control that the 

specifications actually follow regulations, and is an addition to the external controls from NIER 

and KATRI. We further recommend that SKG conduct further research about what is actually 

necessary to show proof of compliance, since different opinions and concerns were raised. 

Added control in legal matrix 

The legal matrix check (1.1b) has a high severity and RPN value because of its questionable 

control. Since the severity is high, we recommend additional controls in terms of sending the 

finished document to a coworker who afterward sends it to the manager for approval (1.1b1). 

This would secure that the activity is done accordingly, reducing the RPN. The other action 

(1.1b2) could possibly be more beneficial, decreasing lead-time and securing quality to an even 

greater extent. However, this would potentially require a lot of resources, since this system 

would need constant monitoring and updating. Potential failures in this system are also 

considered hard to detect, which is why this action is seen as a challenge and not recommended 

before other improvement actions. 
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Resequencing NVP measurements 

Improvement action 8.1b-c is concerned with resequencing activity 4.1 (go to NVP and take 

measurements) in the safety certification for large-size OEMs to before the vehicle has been 

imported, as seen in Figure 7.2. As a result, the safety certification (4.) could take place during 

the importation, decreasing the lead-time with 1-2 months for Tractor, and Cargo trucks. This 

is further illustrated in Figure 7.3 below. If SKG is looking to reduce stock in the future, this 

could prove to be highly beneficial. In addition, the new truck types could be sold quicker. 

Action 8.1b is here seen as the more beneficial since it only requires sending someone from 

SKG to Scania CV in Sweden, while 8.1c requires restructure and increased communication 

between SKG and Scania CV. 

 
Figure 7.2 – Homologation process overview with improvement action 8.1b-c 

 
Figure 7.3 - New Homologation process 

Added controls for NIER and KATRI 

Improvement actions related to failure causes 2.2a-b (difference between submitted documents, 

and additional information needed) were placed in the “tolerable” box in the previously 

conducted criticality matrix. However, the improvement action to insert an additional control 

would minimize the chance of needing a correction that would increase lead-time by 15 days. 

Furthermore, since the action deals with both failure causes connected to 2.2a and 2.2b, the 

occurrence could be decreased significantly. Being that the solution is to perform an additional 

control by another employee (four eyes), the solution is considered easy to implement. Figure 

7.4 in the end of the chapter includes an example on how this is visualized in the process map. 

Working towards quality management 

Since continuous improvements can be seen as the last piece of a never-ending puzzle, it is of 

high importance to work steadily in order to keep developing. As theory mentions, it is easy to 

fall back into old habits (Sörqvist & Höglund, 2007), which is why a structured way of 

conducting quality management is beneficial. We therefore recommend considering 

implementing a quality management system, such as ISO 9001 or similar QMS’s. At the very 
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least, we believe that more structure and engagement from employees could provide SKG with 

many improvement suggestions, currently being unseen. Using simple standardized methods 

like daily meetings where everyone can express their opinion and explain their current work 

and needs, could enhance the resource distribution, which would improve this issue. 

Additionally, conducting interviews with employees about their work, in separate from their 

manager would make them feel more comfortable to express their opinion. This would however 

require additional resources, which is why implementing a quality system and introducing such 

a position in parallel, could be beneficial. Further recommendations are connected to using KPIs 

such as quality to provide more statistical analysis’ in the future. As an example, if a document 

is denied by the government, this should be noted and further analyzed until the root-cause is 

identified so that the similar errors are less likely to happen again. It may also be beneficial to 

measure the time each phase actually takes with clearly defined start- and end-dates, as the time 

it takes to conduct each phase is based on previous experiences from Homologation employees 

and may not be reliable. 

Much emphasis has also been given to the lack of communication between departments at SKG. 

Employees at the Presales department have also expressed their concern about other 

departments not caring about reasons for delays and lead-times. We recommend conducting 

pulse meetings between departments to ensure that everyone is in agreement and aware of 

ongoing work. If a change is needed or forced, these pulse meetings could provide room for an 

explanation and necessary actions. We further believe that the documentation and illustration 

of the process could provide an understanding of lead-times or constraints to other departments, 

hopefully resulting in better communication. General recommendations are, in line with 

previously described improvement actions, to secure different parts of the process with 

additional controls. Since homologation is about certifying new trucks according to regulations, 

quality should be the main concern, which is why additional gates are beneficial, and 

recommended. These gates would consist of larger meetings between department managers to 

confirm the completion of an important phase or activity. The gates would further act as a 

decision point where an agreement between departments must be reached in order to move on 

to the next step of the process. To demonstrate an example of gates suggested to the current 

process, an updated process map of the product specification setup is shown in Figure 7.4 

below. 

It has also been noted that there is no clear structure about who is doing what. Therefore, having 

someone primarily responsible for different activities or processes, similar to the earlier 

mentioned case manager, could be beneficial. We also recommend implementing a more 

structured project plan that clearly states the goals of the department and the planned projects 

for the upcoming year, as well as who is responsible for the respective project.  
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Figure 7.4 – Sample of new process map, product specification setup 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

Here we describe our final conclusions to the questions asked earlier in the study. 

The purpose of the thesis was to understand and propose improvement actions to the current 

homologation process at SKG, the aim being to mainly identify and analyze risks. Therefore, 

the thesis was split up into three different thesis questions, starting with understanding and 

illustrating the current process. This was concluded by answering the following question:  

How is the homologation process executed at SKG?  

Process mapping, a common methodology in BPI and BPM, was conducted in order to visualize 

the process and obtain a deeper understanding. It became apparent that the homologation 

process involves many activities where documents or inspections must be approved by the 

government. These activities are the main source of an increase in lead-time and exposure to 

risk, which is why maximizing the chance of approval on the first try, is of essence. Furthermore, 

with the increased attention from the government making regulations stricter, a mistake in some 

parts of the process could also lead to a fine as well as other legal consequences. As such, 

increasing the quality was the main concern.The focus of the thesis was then to analyze and 

find improvement possibilities, mainly regarding risks in the process. Conclusions could be 

drawn by asking the following question:  

What risks exist in the homologation process and how can these be managed?  

The question was answered by utilizing FMECA methodology to identify, prioritize and 

minimize the apparent risks in the process. Findings suggest that many risks related to the 

homologation process are correlated with severe consequences that could emerge if activities 

are performed incorrectly or without due diligence. By studying the homologation process at 

SKG, it became apparent that improvements could be made to enhance quality, evident by a 

lack of structure and “gates” in the performed work. Even though additional controls and 

meetings could be considered as more work without much benefit, these controls could 

potentially increase the chance of initial approval, decreasing lead-time. Furthermore, this 

would secure that the process is being done correctly, minimizing the risks of more severe 

consequences. The lack of data over previous failures makes it difficult to conduct any 

statistical research, resulting in a lack of follow-ups and continuous improvements. Relevant 

recommendations regarding continuous process management could be provided by answering 

the following question:  

How can SKG sustain and continuously develop their improvements?  

The first conclusion is that, as previously mentioned, no measurements are currently being used. 

Measurements are key for evaluating and improving the right processes the right way, which is 

why utilizing KPIs such as quality, time and cost are important. Benchmarking with Scania CV 

revealed suggestions for increased communication and continuous improvements, such as 

regular pulse meetings within the team and together with other departments. To further work 

towards continuous improvements, utilizing relevant QMS would be beneficial. We reaffirm 

that quality is the key factor in the homologation process, which is why we argue that these 

improvements are beneficial in the long run. 
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9. DISCUSSION 

This section contains a discussion around the credibility, reliability and validity, and 

contributions of the thesis, as well as recommendations for future research. 

9.1 CREDIBILITY 

One point of discussion is the fact that many individuals were unable to attend the first FMECA 

meeting, which meant that follow-up discussions had to be held with these individuals. With 

the absence of other team-members, the individuals ratings ended up vastly different, compared 

with ratings from the larger brainstorming-session. We believe this is due to the work culture 

specific for South Korea, and the fact that South Korean employees generally have social 

constraints that keep them from expressing their individual opinions whenever a higher-up is 

present. Instead, they end up agreeing with whatever rating the manager chooses for a specific 

risk. This clearly affects the reliability of this thesis, as answers from employees were different 

depending on whether the manager was present or not, or whether opinions were gathered 

during a group meeting or on an individual basis. It is difficult to analyze what could have been 

done differently in order to mitigate the risk of receiving differing opinions. The FMECA could 

have been conducted individually, but this goes against the principle of an FMEA as it is 

generally considered a group-tool. Therefore, we attempted to perform the FMECA as both a 

group-discussion as well as individually, and use the average of the ratings. Another point of 

discussion is related to the risk reduction. The issue found here was that the severity of each 

risk was difficult or even impossible to reduce, since the severity for the most part is connected 

to legal consequences decided by the government. The only way to reduce the risks was 

therefore to reduce the likelihood of occurrence, which lead to our focus on adding more 

structured controls in the process.  

During the implementation of the PICK-chart, additional opinions from other experts or more 

statistically based evaluations of the improvements and limits of the PICK-chart would have 

been beneficial. This would have strengthened that the improvement actions were prioritized 

and recommended based on the best initial investment to outcome ratio. 

Our recommendations are originated from the scope and delimitations of the thesis. Since the 

process is quite broad, conclusions and recommendations are formed thereafter. More concrete 

suggestions and findings could potentially have been found, if not for the resource constraints. 

Specifying and look deeper into a part of the process could have been beneficial to solve this 

problem. Instead, the homologation process has been documented and illustrated as a whole, 

answering thesis question 1. However, as previously mentioned, there is room for conducting 

additional research regarding question 2.  

Due to the specific regulations regarding environment and safety of South Korea, SKG is facing 

challenges which are unique to the South Korean market. Thus, the conditions for conducting 

this project and results produced from the descriptive part of the study will not be generalizable 

for the greater automotive industry outside of South Korea. However, the results from the 

general process improvement methodology will be. This conclusion does, however, affect the 

external validity of the thesis as its applicability outside of South Korean industries, and even 

Scania Korea Group, is limited. 
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9.2 CONTRIBUTIONS 

The homologation process, its risks, and potential actions are described in detail. We therefore 

argue that the thesis could provide other companies working in similar businesses and with 

similar certification processes with information that could be applicable in their own processes. 

The thesis also provides a clear structure to follow when managing business processes. As such, 

although recommendations are aimed at SKG, general recommendations and ways of 

conducting business process improvements could be considered and applied in other situations. 

To conclude, we believe that our research has laid the ground for making the future regarding 

homologation clearer, and we have provided an overview of the risks and improvements that 

could be made, making a potential root-cause-analysis easier. 

9.3 FUTURE RESEARCH 

For future research, we suggest a deeper look into how the Homologation process and other 

Presales processes connect with other departments. Comparing these processes to other South 

Korean automotive companies in a similar situation can also be of interest, as it can give insight 

into general risks connected to the automotive industry as a whole. Furthermore, as the thesis 

follows a descriptive and exploratory approach, it provides the case study subject SKG with 

further opportunities to follow-up and expand on the research. Additionally, root-causes could 

be identified by doing a deeper dive into specific risks which could provide appropriate 

solutions. Lastly, more specific calculations of potential benefits stemming from each 

improvement action would provide a mature view of what to focus on. This would however 

require additional process data, which currently is non-existent. 
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR CURRENT 

HOMOLOGATION PROCESSES AT SKG 

Introducing the purpose of the interview and its importance for the project, SKG and more 

specifically the Homologation department. Furthermore, information is treated as confidential 

and no names will be named in the report or mentioned to superiors.  

Delimitations 

All parts involved in the Homologation process covering the introduction of new vehicles in 

the market, this being Tractor, Cargo and Tipper. 

Background questions 

What is your title/role/position in the company? 

What is your task at Presales? 

How long have you been responsible for your task? 

Have you had any other task at Presales? 

Process mapping 

Can you describe the process from start to finish? 

• What documents (information) do you need and what do you do with it for each 

activity? 

• How long does it take to perform each activity?  

• Who (role/position) do you get/send information to in each activity? 

• Who do you go to if you need approval of a step in the process?  

• Is there any current documentation or process map for your work? 

o If no: how do you know what to do? 

• Which are the most important activities? (If there are any more specific ones) 

Process improvement 

Do you see any improvement possibilities? 

• What is the most bothersome/frustrating part connected to your work? 

• What is the most common reason for not being approved in different activities? 

Has the process/your work changed? 

• In what way? Better or worse? 
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APPENDIX B: DESCRIPTION OF PROCESS SYMBOLS 
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APPENDIX C: THE COMPLETE HOMOLOGATION PROCESS 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION SETUP – All trucks 

Before introducing a new truck on the market, preparations must be made to ensure that the 

vehicle can be sold. Even though certifying the vehicles so that they comply with regulations 

is the main part of the Homologation process, this cannot be done before a product specification 

setup has been conducted. This is done in order to check market demand and possibilities in 

terms of laws and availability to produce the vehicle. The product specification phase is 

illustrated in Figure 10.1 below where the activities shown in the middle of the swim-lanes are 

performed between the Homologation, Product and Bodybuilding functions, the latter being 

mainly responsible. 

 
Figure 10.1 - Product specification setup phase 

The first step in the product specification setup phase is to conduct a market analysis where 

demand is evaluated, and specifications set based on those demands. These specifications are 

then set in a program called ETEL Backoffice, which checks the specification from a set of 

constraints. The results will then be exported as an XML file, which can be imported into 

software used by other departments. Once an XML has been produced, the Homologation team 

can conduct a legal check, to make sure that the specified truck will follow the laws and rules 

set by the South Korean government. All three interviewees had differing views on how and 

when this phase was performed, but this view was unified during the focus group. 

Parallel to the legal check, the Product team can discuss and decide if any local adaptations 

have to be made on the truck.  When these activities have been performed and passed, Presales 

can finalize the truck specification. The final specification can then be set in ETEL Backoffice 

which can be accessed by other departments. Presales can then request a representative noise 

truck, which is produced as a worst-case scenario for noise, with the heaviest configuration and 

largest engine in mind. The results from the noise truck will be used in the environmental 

certification phase. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATION – All trucks 

After a new truck type has been specified, it has to receive an environmental certification before 

being imported into South Korea, as it technically cannot pass the customs border without this 

certificate. This phase is presented and further described in Figure 10.2 below. The 

environmental certification can be conducted while the vehicle is being produced and 

transported to South Korea, which takes between three to four months. 
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Figure 10.2 - Environmental certification phase  
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The first activity in the environmental certification is to request a data specification for the new 

truck type. This data specification comes from Scania CV HQ and contains results of engine 

testing cycles, engine specifications, and general vehicle specifications, as well as an ERC-list 

(emission related components) and noise data for the new truck type. Once the data 

specification has been received, the environmental certification application can be prepared, 

which should contain all previously requested documents as well as the warranty policy for 

SKG. Before sending all this information to the related agency it must receive a seal from the 

CFO. For this, an email must be sent to the CFO containing a background and purpose for the 

seal. However, this seal is currently not seen as a decision point. Rather, the seal acts as a proof 

for the government agencies that the document is sent by Scania. Currently, there are differing 

opinions at SKG what the seal actually means, what responsibility it entails and whether the 

seal should be moved to a different individual. 

Once sealed by the CFO, the application can be sent as a physical copy to NIER, and its 

contents should be input digitally via their KENCIS web-portal. NIER will then, by law, have 

a maximum of 14 working days to inspect the documents, compare the physical copy versus 

the digital, and either approve it or request corrections. If NIER asks for corrections, they will 

have another 14 working days to inspect the documents. According to interviewees’ 

experiences, NIER rarely approves an application before 14 working days have passed. When 

NIER finally approves the application, the approval can be checked in the KENCIS web-portal. 

Once this certification document is received, the environmental certification phase is complete, 

and the truck can cross the customs border. 
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SAFETY COMPLIANCE – All trucks 

During the environmental certification, up until importing the truck, it is possible to perform 

the safety compliance phase, illustrated in Figure 10.3 below. Contrary to the environmental 

certification phase there are however uncertainties regarding this phase from employees, as 

some say that this phase can only be completed when the vehicle has been imported, while 

others mean that it can be completed before importing. As of the current situation, there seems 

to be no clear answer to this point, even from the government.  

 
Figure 10.3 - Safety compliance phase 

The safety compliance phase starts with the Homologation team producing safety compliance 

reports (SCRs) for the new vehicle type. The SCRs should show proof of compliance for every 

relevant article in the Korea Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (KMVSS) Act. This activity is 

similar to the legal metrics check, described earlier in the product specification setup. However, 

the SCRs contain additional information and details. Once the SCR has been produced it is 

signed by the author and is then archived for a minimum of seven years, physically and 

digitally. This process should be performed for each truck type available on the market. 

According to interviews however, this safety compliance sub-process is currently only done 

for Tractor, and not Cargo or Tipper. Archiving the reports is the final step in the safety 

compliance phase.  
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SAFETY CERTIFICATION FOR LARGE OEM (SELF-CERTIFICATION) – Tractor 

and Cargo 

With both safety compliance and environmental certification completed, the vehicles can be 

imported and the next phase, safety certification (Figure 10.4), can commence. This 

certification is necessary for both Tractor and Cargo trucks as seen in Figure 5.1. Furthermore, 

since the trucks are imported from some of Scania’s productions sites, which are considered 

large-size OEMs, they require a safety self-certification according to South Korean regulations. 

When the truck has been imported and arrived at NVP, the Homologation team travels there to 

take general mass and dimension measurements. The measurements are sent to Bodybuilding 

which produces drawings from different angles for the final vehicle, and send them back to 

Homologation. After measurements have been taken and employees have returned to Seoul, a 

data notification document is written, which should include information acquired from 

Scania’s database such as chassis number code and engine type. These documents should be 

translated to Korean in the same step. When the data notification is written, a corporate seal is 

needed, this is however not a decision point, but rather a step which can be completed by 

anyone from Homologation sealing the document.  
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Figure 10.4 - Safety certification phase for large-size OEM  
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The data notification is then included in the so-called specification notification. The 

specification notification should contain drawings of the truck, the previously mentioned data 

notification, and a specification sheet. The specification notification should then be sent to 

Korea Automobile Testing and Research Institute (KATRI), which is done by uploading the 

documents on their website.  

When the specification notification has been registered on KATRI’s website, SKG has to wait 

for approval. The approval from KATRI is by law allowed to take up to a maximum of 10 

working days, and usually does so according to employee experience. However, if the 

application is rejected, a correction must be made to the specification notification and then 

reapplied to KATRI’s website. This will increase the lead-time by 10 more days. On the other 

hand, if the application is approved, the Homologation process continues. The approval is 

currently not being communicated to SKG when it is completed. Rather, the Homologation 

team must check the approval at KATRI’s website. Lastly, when the application has been 

approved, the Homologation team should send the approval confirmation to other departments, 

more specifically to Sales, NVP and delivery center. This concludes the end of the 

Homologation process regarding the Tractor and incomplete Cargo trucks, as previously 

illustrated in Figure 5.1. 
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SAFETY CERTIFICATION FOR SMALL OEM (SELF-CERTIFICATION) – 

COMPLETE CARGO 

Since an adaptation of the incomplete Cargo is made at NVP in order to create a complete 

Cargo, a safety certification for small-size OEMs is needed, previously shown in Figure 5.1. 

This phase is further broken down into three different subprocesses, Technical review, Vehicle 

insurance, and First safety inspection as illustrated in Figure 10.5 below.  

 
Figure 10.5 - Safety certification for small-size OEM 

Technical review 

When the safety certification (large-size OEM) for the incomplete Cargo has been completed 

with the approval confirmation from KATRI, the truck must pass a technical review, illustrated 

in Figure 10.6. The technical review requires a complete Cargo, meaning that a local adaptation 

must be made on the incomplete Cargo. This step is performed at NVP, where a cargo deck is 

mounted on the incomplete Cargo vehicle. With the completion of the local adaptation, the 

next step for the Presales team is to go to NVP and check the specification for the complete 

Cargo. This includes general specifications such as width, height, offset, which is the driving 

axle difference from the center of gravity, as well as box specifications. 

Once back from NVP, the team should send the measurements to Bodybuilding so that they 

can produce drawings of the adapted vehicle. While the drawings are being produced, the 

homologation team should pay an application fee to KATRI which is necessary in order to send 

in the technical review application at a later stage. This fee is not necessary for Tractor, but it 

is for Cargo and Tipper. To pay the fee, the homologation team must request a government 

transaction receipt from KATRI. When the receipt has been received, it is sent to Accounting 

to make the payment. This step is followed by preparing a technical review application that can 

be applied directly to KATRI’s website. The technical review should include the incomplete 

Cargo safety standards information, a weight distribution calculation, and complete Cargo 

drawings made by the Bodybuilding team. After the application has been provided to KATRI, 

a decision is made by KATRI within 14 working days. With the approval from KATRI, a 

certificate over the technical review is received. The completion of this sub-process marks the 

beginning of the next stages, vehicle insurance, and first safety inspection, which can 

commence in parallel.  
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Figure 10.6 - Technical review sub-process 

Vehicle insurance 

After the certificate is received, two sub-processes, vehicle insurance and first safety 

inspection, can be initiated in parallel. The vehicle insurance sub-process (Figure 10.7) is 

conducted by sending an email to an insurance agency called AON, containing proof of 

customs clearance as well as an insurance request. After receiving the insurance application, 

the Homologation team must send in the application, including corporate credit card 

information. This application does, however, need a corporate seal of approval from the CFO 

office before it can be sent.  

When the application and payment are completed, the Homologation team will receive an 

insurance confirmation from the insurance agency by email. With the insurance confirmation 

at hand, the homologation team should request a temporary number plate from NVP, needed 

to perform the safety inspection in the next sub-process, first safety inspection. This concludes 

the vehicle insurance required for the complete Cargo. 

 

 
Figure 10.7 - Vehicle insurance sub-process (complete Cargo) 

First safety inspection 

In parallel to the vehicle insurance sub-processes, the Homologation team should prepare a 

first safety-inspection application, containing the same information included in the technical 

review application, as shown in Figure 10.8. Then, to perform the first safety inspection, the 

Homologation team has to bring the complete Cargo to KATRI, located in Gimjae, and submit 

the inspection application as a physical document. For this part, the vehicle insurance sub-

process must be completed since insurance as well as a number plate is needed. KATRI then 

performs an inspection of the truck, checking for deviations from what was applied in the 

documents from SKG. If any minor deviations are reported, a KATRI employee will give back 

documents containing the results from the inspection, and the Homologation team at SKG has 

to make corrections and reapply the documents. These corrections can however be made in 
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Gimjae and resubmitted directly once corrected. If deviations are too large however, and errors 

cannot be fixed on the spot, SKG has to go back to NVP, fix the errors, and then start over from 

activity 5.11 as seen in Figure 10.8 below. The specification notification and inspection 

certificate are then received after KATRI has approved the application.  

This phase then ends with the Homologation team sending the certificates to the Sales 

administration department, NVP and the delivery center at NVP. However, in order to conduct 

continuous inspections, which is necessary for every new Cargo truck, cab and cargo box labels 

must be changed in accordance to the adaptations that have been made during the 

transformation from the incomplete, to the complete Cargo. This results in a type-approved 

complete Cargo, for which each sold complete Cargo must be inspected continuously.  
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Figure 10.8 - First safety inspection sub-process (complete Cargo)  
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SAFETY CERTIFICATION (TYPE-APPROVAL) - TIPPER 

This phase is specific for only Tipper, as it is designated as construction machinery as opposed 

to a motor vehicle. The safety certification phase therefore contains a type-approval phase in 

the case of Tipper, which is a more conventional certification phase where a government 

agency approves the vehicle. This phase has been divided into four sub-processes shown in 

Figure 10.9 below. 

 
Figure 10.9 – Safety certification (Type-approval) phase and its subprocesses 

The type-approval process consists of primarily four sub-processes: Type-approval 

application, Vehicle insurance, Safety inspection preparation, and Safety inspection. The 

process can be started after the truck has been specified by the Presales department and has 

passed the environmental certification and safety compliance phases, illustrated earlier in 

Figure 5.1. 

Type-approval application 

The first subprocess involved in the safety certification (Type-approval), type approval 

application, is presented in Figure 10.10. This sub-process is similar to the one described for 

cargo in section 5.1.5, which includes performing local adaptations, checking general 

specifications, producing drawings, paying an application fee, and approval of an application. 

The difference here is that photos of the tipper should be taken, in accordance with the 

Construction Machinery Management Act, when checking general specifications at NVP.  

Once the transaction receipt has been received and paid by the accounting department, the 

application can be sent via email to an officer at KATRI, instead of the web-portal described 

in 5.1.5. The Tipper can then move on to the sub-processes Vehicle insurance and Preparation 

for safety inspection. 
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Figure 10.10 - Type-approval application sub-process (Tipper)  
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Vehicle insurance 

This process is the same as the one described for Cargo in section 0, and is therefore not 

repeated. The vehicle insurance process for Tipper is illustrated in Figure 10.11 below. 

 
Figure 10.11 - Vehicle insurance sub-process 

Preparation of safety inspection 

After the vehicle insurance is completed and the temporary number plate is attached, the next 

subprocess can begin as seen in Figure 10.12. The confirmation inspection is prepared by both 

the Homologation and Product team at NVP by fully loading the Tipper with sand to measure 

the gross weight when loaded. Tests are then conducted for turnings radius, tipping angle, and 

stability among other things. Once the tests have been conducted and passed internal 

specifications, the team (either Homologation or Product) prepares an inspection application 

containing a company description of SKG, the Tipper type, engine type, and most importantly 

the type-approval number from earlier. This means that the type-approval must be granted 

before the inspection application can be completed. Once the application is finished it requires 

another seal from the CFO, this can be granted by signing up on the “seal-list” at the CFO 

office. When the inspection application has been sealed, the team or employee can call a 

KATRI officer and make arrangements for the physical inspection, which will be conducted at 

an official KATRI site. Once arrangements have been made, the sealed inspection application 

can be sent to the same KATRI officer. Other departments such as Sales, Marketing and 

communications and employees at NVP then have to be notified of the date and location of the 

inspection. A request for a driver taking the Tipper to the inspection site is also made to 

Marketing and Communications, which concludes the end of the preparations for the safety 

inspection. 
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Figure 10.12 - Preparation of safety inspection sub-process 

Safety inspection 

Once the day of inspection arrives, usually after five to ten working days, the driver will take 

the Tipper from NVP to KATRI’s inspection site in Hwaseong, where the inspection will be 

conducted. This inspection is almost the same as the First safety inspection for Cargo, described 

in Figure 10.8. If there are large deviations, the process must restart from activity 6.14 which 

is the start of the vehicle insurance sub-process. Once the inspection and documents are 

approved, the team will receive a type-approval certification, and the Tipper will be fully 

certified and can be sold. The whole sub-process is illustrated in Figure 10.13 below.   
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Figure 10.13 - Safety inspection sub-process (Tipper) 
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APPENDIX D: FMECA TABLE 
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APPENDIX E: CRITICALITY MATRIX CATEGORIES 

 

SEVERITY CATEGORIES 

Severity number Severity category Severity description Severity order 

1 Insignificant No legal repercussions or sales delays I 

2 Minor significance Slight delay in sub-process II 

3 Significant Fine, slight delay in sales III 

4 Critical Large fine, delay in sales IV 

5 Catastrophic 
Major legal repercussions, substantial cost and time 

increases 
V 

 

OCCURENCE CATEGORIES 

Occurrence number Occurrence category Occurrence description Occurrence order 

1 Frequent Failure occurs almost every time A 

2 Common Failure occurs every now and then B 

3 Occasional Occurs sometimes C 

4 Rare Occurs rarely D 

5 Extremely rare Almost never occurs E 

 

 


